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FOREWORD
\.

I

This is the story of the Mississippi fort that was called Fort de
la Boulaye: how it. was founded; what part it played in the history
of France in the New World ; how it was abandoned, erased from
the face of the earth in a Louisiana marshland until it became the
forgotten fort; and how, nearly two an~ a half centuries after
heroes set it bravely against the world for their King, it was found
again.
Always :man's .curiosity has given him knowledge; out of
questing in musty _books and following the bleached little creeping .
"things that gnaw pati~ntly through dry pages, comes history. So
it was in this··oinst~nce. Curiosity about the markings on an old .
map-one ,.,ti11Y.:tC>bs~cife~· quadrangle, and one half-hidden word.
"Fort", said. the"~ap:.
·And :four
men wondered, "What fort?"
.
·..
.

,

'

When·th~y set ~~t· to ~nswe:r their own question, they did not

know their cur~osity would lead them into a prolonged search for
the first white··. settlement in present-day Louisiana, a settlement
far more important than any in its. own day could know; nor that
it would yield them the site of that settlement, and. relics of that
same, to prove it.
More than four years were required to complete their search.
Now it is done, and this is the story of it.
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INTRODUCTION
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~I

Much has been said and written about the early years of the
French in "Louisiane"-the Louisiana that was ; the "Louisiane"
Napoleon sold to the United States and from which twenty-nine
states later were carved. Much, too, has been written and spoken
of the French in that other Louisiana-the Louisiana of today.
But in all this historical material, one event has been neglected.
In itself, it did not seem of im:s;nediate importance. No one par-·
ticipating in it paid it a great deal of attention. Nevertheless, the
effect of this event was more vital, more far-reaching than anyone
of its own day dared dream.
In short, it was the founding of the first French fort-indeed,
the first French settlement-in what was to become the present
State of Louisiana.
The post was a tiny establishment on the bank of the Mississippi river, a little more than fifty miles from the river's mouth.
It lasted only some seven years; its population may never have exceeded twenty-five persons. It was no imposing structure. that lies
now in. a heap of crumbling ruins, but mighty men built it, heroes
held it arid .died in it, arid its site is the scene of one of the most
notable, though most neglected, chapters in the history of French
colonial Louisiana. . :
Now it is the forgotten fort. But it may be the most important French historical site in America.
I ts effect was to secure for France her last North American
possession, the vast Louisiana Territory. By its establishment, it
directly prevented the British from seizing Louisiana in~ day when
the infant colony was far too weak to have defended itself. It gave
France control of the Mississippi Valley; and by so doing it connected Canada with the Gulf of Mexico-the dream of great La
Salle, of Jean Talon, of Pere Marquette, and of many another of
the valiant men of early French days in the New World. Too, it
definitely marked the turning-point between exploration and possession. Louisi~na now belonged to France; the vast horde of
·savages in the land drained by the mighty Mississippi were France's
to convert to Christianity, and to civilize.
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Now, after 236 years, the site of that ancient post has been
located. Four nien, intensely interested in the history of French
colonial Louisiana,· have spent' more than four years in historical
research and in field-trips in search of the site· of the fort-but
more, of any physical t;aces that ·might have remained. The .site
has been located, as subsequent narration reveals. But so little
now remains of.this little frontier establishment, obscure in its own
struggling lifetime, neglected, abandoned, stripped, and eventually
forgotten. No palisades, rotting and fallen. No brpken briCk, no
rusted scraps of.iron, :rio wrecked cannon, mute and half-buri~d in
.debris. Only two small pieces of cypress log, and a little cannonball.
·
·

,

. Now, a small private canal, used principally by fur-traders of .
Louisiana's great muskr~t marshes, cuts directly through the site
of thiS' early post.
·
, . .. ·.
. ·
·
··
· · ... Here-is the grave of a place-that, itself passive, allowed .history
to:. b~ made:·. A mile away, a little town sleeps· beside the river.
. .Upstr.eam, mo";re .than 30 miles distant, sprawls the busy city of
New. Orleans-stepchild. of the little· fort. Back of the somnolent
village; ·a ~ew· ~cres of unproductive ' ground hold the secret of
power~:th.e"pqwer~of arms·that.affected the destiny of hundreds of
thousand'.s'.··of ·. ~quare mil~s in the center. of the· present United
States f thE(power. of· arms .. that two· centuries · ago. touched the
desti~y of. niilli~n~. of ~e-ople _yet. unborn:.
it .1s .possible to mark . this site today; to travel .the winding
river road~to.the.little town of Phoenix, below New.Orleans, and to
. stop at ;a certafo.pl~ce:and'.say, "Here France·:pl~nted more i:rh-.
portantly.than she knew~- Here Iberville stood, a~d here.Bienville;
here lived and died those brave men. who dared wilderness, disease,
discomfort, death itself-for ·France!" ·
·
. . ·. ·
·The historians of its own day ·could not know how. vitaf was .
to be the simple act of building a rude little fort on the river-bank,
against. the· swamp' and the bayous nearby. And since ·it endured
only a few brief years, vanishing utterly from the face of the earth,
historians of· a later time have neglected it. They have failed to .
consider what the ultimate importance of the first French fort in
present-(Jay Louisiana might ·be. Nothing happened there, .they
. say,:.and dismiss· the subject from mind.
It.is not what o~_~urred there ·that matters; ·it is what that outpost made possible to happen.
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CHAPTER II

\

THE SOURCE-MATERIALS

D'Iberville to the

Minist~r

Des Bayougoulas,
February 26, 1700.

,

~

I

of the Marine:

Monseigneur :
I have already had the honor to render to you the account
of my voyage from La Rochelle ... to the Bay of Biloxi. We
.:·t:arrived on the 8th and anchored our vessels in twenty feet of
water.
. ..· On the morning of the 9th, the Sieur de Sauvolle. came
. · _.. abqard and told me that an English sloop of war of twelve can. " - .nons, ·cominanded by Captain Bank, had entered the Missis. . .:':sippi ~River :during the latter part of September, ·where my
_ ,...<·,~~.- brother;: de. -Bienville, accompanied by five men in ·two canoes
... -...-·: · '. Jcanots ·d' ·escorce) is now located for the purpose of sounding
the depth of the passes. He having found this armed vessel at
._
a distance. of. _twenty-five leagues from the mouth commanded
·.·.:.:....them to retire voluntarily or be compelled to do so. This cap.. ··:( tain lost no time in taking the route back to the sea. .
~ ·
· It is :.believed that during October 1698 three warships
.left London to establish claim to the Mississippi. They sailed
to the Carolinas from whence sailed two warships, one of
twenty-four cannon and the other of twelve .
.: Having sought the entrance to ·the: Mississippi ·where reports place it, at almost one hundred leagues more to the west,
they found no other harbor than a bay twenty-five leagues to
the west from here, where they found. water. deep ~nough for
warships but no rivers other than a small stream on a sandy
wooded coast wh.ere there is a Spanish settlement. From there
they followed .the coast until they reached the. Mississippi,
which the two small warships entere.d. . . . · ·
· Captain Bank did considerable inquiring for news of.several Englishmen, who had settled in the country farther up
the river, who had come from the Carolinas and with whom he
wished' to confer.
·
·He made a threat to my brother that he would return with
·warships light enough to enter the· river (where he had not
found more than ten or twelve feet of water) with the purpose
of making"a· settlement on one· of its· banks. He said that the
English had discovered and taken possession of the Missis.sippi more than fifty years before.
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I do not believe that this threat shall amount to much....
- I believe, sire, that-it will be· a propos, to take possession
of the Mississippi by means·of: a small establishment· for fear
. that if we do not do so, the English will make .one, they knowing t~at we do-not have .one.hei;e, and.that th~s may not furnish
them with a pretext for mainfaining·one there.· For this purpose, I departed on the first of February in· the large· fishing
boat and two feluccas with a ;total of sixty men who were
necessary for the expedition.
On the third of February:·at: nine o'elock in the morning,.
we entered the river with a ~tron.g southeast. 'Yind by way of
the east pass,· where I found only eleven feet of water and a
very difficult entrance, the channel being no larger than in
the neighborhood of ..twenty ·paces; In the two other passes
there are no more than seven or eight feet of water .. At midnight, I met my brother de Bienville and six men who were
eighteen leagues up the river at a place, the nearest to the sea
that was not swampy, which a Bayogoula whom he had
brought froDJ the village has showed him· as he came up the
· .river>· Here he found ·six or seven"leagues of country which
he assured tis was never covered with water. On the bank
·.. was the edge ·of a wood~ fifty: paces 'deep, of .oaks, ash, elms,
<plaines,·poplars. The back country consists of prairies fifteen
·. leagues .deep,..with oc.casional Clumps of woods .
. , ·. : -~r~h.ave"set "to' work to cut' down 'these trees and square
· ·::them·in order that we may build a' square house twenty-eight
feet on each face~ with two stories and with machicoulis, with
·.. four cannon: (four.· pound)· ·and two eighteen pound ·Cannon,
.with ·a moat twelve feef:across·~ .. I 'left my brother, de Bienville;dn command· with ~ifte~n men.
. .
.
. ·• · On the 10th, I· sent iriy feiuccas filled ·with supplies to go
up the river· as ·far as the Bayogoulas. It is a very bad winter
with much strong wirid from.the south which delayed my worJt
a great deal.
·
·
.: · ·
... I need help, having but thirty Canadians whom I can
take with me of those I have here, having left twenty sick at
the fort and the others at the settlement which I have made on
the river.
M. de Ton~y was a great help to me .....
M. de Tonty denies strongly ever haviµg made a report
on this country and says.. that it is a Parisian, adventurer1 who
has written these false memoires in order to earn money.
This is· Iberville's ·own account of. the founding. of the· Missis..:
sippi fort, with the .reasons behind it. M. d'Iberville did not realize
tMargey, IV. 361.
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the p·otential value of his establishment: that is clear from his .
letter.. (Note that the party came from Biloxi by way of the east
pass of the Mississippi;· that Iberville giv~s the site. of the post ~s
'~~ighteen "leagues up the· river; that a Bayogoula Indian w.as -re- .
sponsible for the selection, of the site with the assurance that floods
never covered this ground; and that the block-hou'se is described as
being twenty-eight· feet .square, with· a t:welve-foot-broad moat. and,
apparently, mounting a total of six cannon. Other comments later
will have bearing. upon these facts) .
·
. .It is proper ·here to! consult ·d' Iberville's personal jOurnal of
voyage. of. His Majesty's .ship. La Renomtrl:ee in 1699 from Cap
Fran~ois to the· Mississippi coast arid its return;:. bearing 1n mi.rid
the-fact that·d'. Iberville has reached the mouth of 'the river and
Iias entered it':· '

~he

,

• --1;· ,. 'At midday I was as far as the.three .forks.
The wind is
· ·:>:."very strong and to the S. E. Raining and hazy! At'this minute
. · I, am opposite a point. on the right ban;k 17 or 18 leagues from
· · ·: .. the·,sea where I have found my brother who came.up from the
·-~~... dower part of the river in ·a canoe and joined the others at this
·· ..point where he.awaited me and where the savage said the land
. . ·.. Jvas':ri~ver. . floode d.for a distance.of 6 leagues in several direc..
. ·'~· ,._::··tio~~· .... .., . .
"
·the 5th :!.-visited the land in the vicinity of the point
:·: .·: ·whfoh seems .to. be. the '.best place around here. For the· distance
>.:of;'B leagues along-the·lower part of. the river, there.is a skirt
·:-··of.'open woods 600 paces wide, and behind, prairies and clumps .
··.of 'trees:. 'r.h~qughoutthe neighborhood, there are many cypress
.trees, wherever· we go.
. .
. .
·
On. the 6th ··and~ 7th· I continued the· work of. clearing and
squaring logs with. which to build the house and have. been
working on a powder magazine s· feet square, raised 5 feet
above the. ground, made of wood and· covered and surrounded
with 11;2 .feet of mud plaster:
·
· .
On the 8th I .was tw~ leagu~s above the fort to see about
some cedars, whi~h are called cedars of Lebanon, ·with which
to make pirogues-. I left the sieur La Ronde, Marine guard,
and ~ix. men at the·fort. · .
. . ·
·
... I have found the latitude of the fort.to be 29 degrees.
· ~ and 45 minutes ·north ....
: On the. 28th, !'had been to ~isit a river which is a quarter ·
league behind the fort Here ,I· found fresh water,· twenty
paces wide, twelve ·feet deep, flanked .~n both sides by prairies
1
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which are· covered at· high water~ They seemed dry enough·
for such a season ·as this when it rains so often. The ·work on
the fort is little advanced, the greater part of the men whom I
left there having been sfok. ·The. wheat they have sown is· good
and strong, as are the peas. .
·
·
On the ·29th, I sent the sj.eur dU: Guay with a canoe and
three men to go to the anchorage where the ships· are, by this
river which must empty into the sea rather near the anchorage,
while I, myself,. left in·a ·small boat with two men to go to the
ships by way of the portage which is two ·leagues above. the
fort. I found the portage so bad that I was obliged to return
. , with a strong fever. · ·
' ·
· ·
·
. ·
. · On the .30th, the fever continues with me. t wa.8' in no
condition· to· go· to. the ships. I was obliged to send the sieur
de Maltot there in my armed boat to advise MM. de Sauvolle
and de.Ricouart of my indisposition and to send by the fishing
boat, when it has returned fromPensacola, the cattle and other
·.things.... ·:
·: · : .· O~··the 31st, the fishing· boat and.the felucca arrived at the
:·fort c.oip.,ing from the coast in 36 hours .. They brought me five
·cows, one.bull, .a calf, 12 pigs and some chickens (coqs d'lnde)
.and)nany·other things that I had: asked for. ·
"
· . O~)he lst~ . ~~e··sieur du ·Guay re.turned, having been unabi~.to·go. to "the. sea, he. having taken a fork to a lake which led
him- d¢ep· ·into· the· .interior~ .~ . .
.. ·. on' the 15th, I.lef.t ~t 9 o'clock in the fishing boat, leaving·.
the ·fort in the command'.· of: -the sieur La Ronde of the Marine
Guar9.·~·and for his attendant, the sieur de Maltot. I' made my
departtir'e With two cdnots· d' escorce by way of the .river which
passes back.of-the· fort, to .follow two exits which go.to the sea
and. see.if·thel';.empty very far from the ships.'.·.·'· I.have left
15 men. at the ·fort
·
. . to work.there.

,

':···

S'everal poit;tts· in this diary need .comment:
The "three forks" to which.. (I' Iberville refers is· the point' at.
the delta of the Mississippi where·. the east, south, and southeast
passes separate: it.
D'Iberville is not certain
the new fort. .

of the distance between the sea and

He w~ites.that the site ·is on "the right bank"-obviously. the

~ast })ank, as.he is ascending the .river .from the mouth..

.-.

··The first date, the "5th", is of. February, 1700. :The "28th"
is of March.· The "1st" is of April.
~
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That building operations were under way on the 6th and 7th
of April is borne out by a journal, cited later, of Pere Paul du Ru.
No palisade is mentioned here or later.
The latitude observations are incorrect, as revealed by checking on modern maps and checking other observations reported elsewhere by d' Iberville. In the light of present-day knowledge,
d' lberville's findings prove to be consistantly, if not greatly, wrong
..:....usually from 10' to 25.' in error, which is, roughly,. a mile to the
. . minute. At N.atches, for example, there is approximately 40' difference between Iberville;s re~koning and actuality; there is 26'
difference at Bayou Goula; and at a point on· the Mississippi below
New Orleans, there is an error of 6'..

,

The river behind· the fort (though it is slightly more than a
quarter of a league) is present-day Oak River, or Riviere aux
. Chenes," with its· broad· branch, Bayou Lessep· (Bayou Portage).
Oa~. River is, indeed, about twenty paces wide and is easily ~elve
.. feet deep; its water is fresh, and prairies flank it on either side--:::intlndated by periodic high water, then as now. It might easily
have~.~ppe~red to d' Iberville to ·have flowed to. the sea, though it
. '.:dC>e~· not. . P'~Iberville mentions exploring. "two exits which go to
the sea~."from Oak ltive~, "the river which passes back of the fort"
. T.he.se exitS ·prqb~bly were present.:.day Orange Bayou (the route
W.liic:P, is used even today. as a. shoi:t-cut to th~ Mississippi. Gulf
. Coast),, and. ~hat is known as Cross Bayou. It would have been
surprising had:·.Sieur La ~onde not become lost The· end· of Bayou
Lessep (and it could easily be mistaken for part of .Oak River itself) is approximately a quarter of a league behind the fort ridge.
At the same time, modern maps show what might well have
been used as a portage, approximately two leagues (about six miles)
or less above the post.
As late as about 1715, remarkably little :was .known, geographically, in Paris about Louisiana, as evidenced by a curious undated
document presented as a memoir by Antoine Crozat. Differences·
of ~ few miles .or even of a league or two must be excused, as well
as exact'locations to the right or left, to ·the east or' west. Crozat
. writes: "The new posts which have been proposed· to His Ex. cellency for o.ccupation are, f.irst of all, Biloxi, on the· Mississippi,
eighteen or twenty leagues from the: ~e~.- It is the spo~ where M.

~
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d' Iberville made hi~ first establishment"; it is also the spot ·by
which the Mississippi River is reached from .Lake Pontchartrain,
through a small stream."
· Baron Marc de Villiers, writing the History of the Foundation
of New Orleans- (1717-1722), points out in this connection; that in
Croz~t's memoir, ''three v.ery different posts are confused and
located in one same spot; Iberville's original Biloxi; the Port~ge of
the Mississippi ... and the abandoned Mississippi Fort".
The indefatiguable Benard de la Harpe ·contributes his narrative of the founding of the fort. · He wrote it. only a short while
after the event actually occurred,, and after he had himself become
thoroughly familiar with the history and geography of Louisiana,
so.it may legitimately b~ regarded as a primary source:

,
I

!

· ·· M. d' Iberville was informed of the attempt of the English
Jo find :the Mississippi, and he resolved to make a settlement
·on its banks. He accordingly set sail in two shallops,. with
fifty men, and arrived in the river on the 15th January, 1700.
·He· had previously ·sent M. de Bienville to the Bayogoulas to
':-ptoc~re ·gu_i.des, and to select a place above inundation. They
. conduct~d him to; .a. :ridge of high land, at a distance of about
· . , eigh~e;tiJeagues_ from the sea. Four days after, M. d' Iber··· =.:vme:_af~~yed .th~~e· and commenced building a fort ....
the·. 28th,May, M. d' Iberville set ·sail for France, and
· on the same· day M.· de ·Bienville took command of the Fort on
the·.Mississippi. On the· ·29th he dispatched M. de Saint Denis
:to e:iplore .the country in the Red ·River, and to watch the
Spaniards.3 .

:·. · ,On

Erroneously, de la Harpe sets January 15th as the date M.
d' Iberville entered the MissisE?ippi River to found the little fort.
Iberville himself gives the date as February 3.rd.
The "M. de S~int Denis" .mentioned· by de fa Harpe was the .
Sieur J uchereau de St. ·Denis, kinsman of the Le Moynes, a herofo
and all-too-neglected figure in early Louisiana history.
I

l

What was the first mention of· the Mississippi fort? Apparently, it is contained in a letter (August 11th, 1699) from d' Iberville to .the Minister of Marine, discussing plans for his proposed
second voyage in 1699 to the new Louisiana colony, at Biloxi. He
proposed, wro~e d' Iberville, "to establish a good fort, aa near to
•In French, Historical Oollectiona of Louislcina; Part III, pp,

~6,

1·7, 19.
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the riv~r as may be",' to keep -watch over the Spaniards and natives. .
This was before the excitement caused by the ·presence of the English-for at this time· the English had not been regarded as being
dangerous. Thus plans actually were under. way months in advance of the actu~l establishment. of the Mississippi post. Fo~nd
ing of the little··colony was only speeded by' the· English Turn· iri.:. .
cident. ·
·
.1

•

·

.. .Reporli.ng· his actual deeds, d' Iberville wrote th.e Minister of
Marine under date of' September· 7th, 1700: "I have been content to
make :orily a small establishment"~ But the -chain was completethe infant, the motivating factor, and·the deed itself. '
.
G -

,

.~ · Another of.. the. first.:hand n~rratlves. w~s . penned. by Jean
Penicaut, author of Annals of Louisiana, from· 1698 .to 1722. The
young Penicaut was ship's carpenter on 'one of the vessels in Iber-:ville's . :fleet on the first Louisiana.· voyage in 1698; he served the
·colony in . various . capacities. until .1720, when he settled · near
'Natchez~", .
..
°:.".· :.··.

'

-

;

I

: · · · M.<PenicaU:t describes d' Iberville's naming of Bayou Mardi
·.Gr.a:sjtti pr.es~mt name) "at the end of 6 leagues on. our way up"
·the··.:iV.Ii.sa.i.~sip.pf on, that first trip. He continues, "Eight leagues
farther
M.. d'.Iberville'reinarked to the right a place very proper ·
to' .make a fort, which he resolved to do when he came down the
riv_er_~::-~:.Frqm there 8 ieagues farther up one finds a detour ·of an
arc· .O.fahout" 3Jeagues \vhich is· called English Turn. Twenty-four
leagues-.farther.up.one f~1:id~ th.e r~ver of the Chetimachas". 11·• •

up

c'arpenter Penicaut's observations of distances in leagues is
rather accurate; they .are· intereE?ting to use in ·locating known
dista:Qces_'._such as English Turn, Bayou Mardi Gras, and the river
of the .ChetimachaS-with regard to the length of a league.
.

.. Returning down-river, M. Penicaut says, the ,boats arrived .
again a~ the site selected, " ..• . where we found a traversier which
M. c;l' Iberville. had already ari:anged there from · Biloxi, for M.
d' Iberville had sent from .Natchez his brother, Bienville, in .ad. van~e;. to .prepare· there the provisions .and necessar·y. equipment· to .
establish. there a fort, which was well advanced in 15 days"; Peni. caut says; "he had sent munitions.of war-and provisions to be put
.ili th.e storerooms of the fort~ He set up >a battery of six cannon on
'llifurgry, IV, 828.
IV, 872.
ISJOid.1 V, 898, 898.
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' .
the river ban~· and he left his- brother, de Bienville, with .M. St.·
Denis as commandant at- the fort with 25 men." Then, he· con. tinues, d' Iberville'went by the traversier to Biloxi.'
·

l

lI

--···-------------------------

..

I

~

!.

,

.·

..

Now, atraversier was the name given the small boats which
sailed coastwise in the early days of the Louisiana c~lony. Pere du
Ru.in_1700 called it such~ But it.is also translatable as a short-cut,
a crossing.· And since Penicaut rel~tes that d' Iberville· left the
Mississippi fort and 'Yent to.Fo~t Biloxi in a shallop, or small ship's
boat, the meaning here must be that of a short-cut. It is not im~
possible that ·de Bienville,' already .used to cruising. in a canoe tp.e
maze of. tiny streams,)agocins, littl_e lakes, bayous, minature .rivers, .
ponds, and swamps :which make up much of that part of the present
state of 'Louisiana behind the fort-site, had selected a route for
.. most quickly reaching the Mississippi Gulf Coast without dropping
· down the Mississippi River to its mouth; ·that he had discovered
one of the.r,o_utes used by trappers and.fishermen in that section
today,· and"had.. caused some small bayou, extending perhaps almost
to'~he rear of. the Frerie:h post, tq be wiqened or deepened sufficiently·to.·~ccQ:i;nmodate the shallops .. That would have been an excellent
trave;sier;' ·a; cutting or· short-cut to the coast and ·Fort Biloxi. .
I•.'

•'•t

•"

'

· :Eet~:I~~b.i~·du~Ru,~a.Jesuit, is a~other of the pioneer~ who saw
.history.ii{th.e··-makirig·in early Louisiana, and who )las left us his
own journal f or~first-harid. information about the establishment of
the fir~t settleme:rit theJower Mississippi. His "Journal.de voyage en Louisiane .du Pere Paul du Ru (1700) '' contains· the following relation:.; ' : . ·_·; .: "
.
..

on

On: the 1st of February, 1700, I baptised a small savage at
the village of the Onguiloussas ; I left in a small boat called
·traversier with M. d' Iberville, who was gbing to make an establ~sh~ent on the Mississippi.. .
.,: :
The 3rd, we are -in the water· of the Mississippi ... ~·.
. The 4th, we found M. de Bienville with· an. old Bayogoula
who came to show him a place on the Mississippi good. for an
establisment. As it ·had ·thundered much, I asked the -Bayo- .
goula what the thunder was; he replied that this was the Great · :
Ouga, that' is to say the Great Chief, -who fired cannon as we
did. , It is: ·not· to, be doubted from the behavior of these barbarians :that" they believe us to b~ spirits descended· fro:rri the
sky, and that' the fire from our cannons. is of the same nature
_as celestial fire. ···Opposite the fort of the Bayogoula, the river
"IOW"'Ml do la Sorilt4 dos .A.mericani8to1 do

Paris,

n.s. Tome XVII ('1925), 119.
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seemed to be no .larger than the Seine 'opposite the Hotel de
Mars, but it is .twenty times deeper. This is at seventeen
le~gues from the mouth.
'!!
The 5th and the succeeding days we were· working at the
fort....
·
The 14th, Sexagesima Sunday, a cross was· planted,. and a
cemetery was blessed, where this inscription was placed:

..

:·!.· ... - ·...

D. 0. M.
Galli ·cum hue venissent primi, primum ex
Canadensi plaga duce de la Salle, anno 1682;
2um, ex eodem loco duce de Tonty~ anno 1685;
sum ex oris maritimus duce d' Iberville, anno
1699,· ~um ex eodem ·loco et eodem ¢uce anno
1700, hanc crucem hoc ipso anno 1700, 14
Feb. posuerunt, ad cujus pedem ara constructa eodem anno ·et die ·Iecit sacerdos e
societate J esu atque hoc septum mortuarii
sepultu'rae rite devovit.

·:'··It .might be .well to point out that the Onguilousas, according

,

i

~

I

j

•

I
l

. I
. (

to.'the- great Americanist, John R. Swanton (Indian Tribes in the
·Lower"-'.Mississippi Valley), were the Okelousas. The Hotel de
Mars; it'.is :rioted by Barofr Marc de Villiers in Volume XVII of the
Jour.ial:d~)a Soc?.ete· des- Ameriba'liistes de Paris (1925), is the
present H8tef d~s- Irivalides .
. Note that~~r-e·citrRu calls.the fort (certainly at that time unnamed) . . the "fort of the Bayo-goula", apparently for the old Indian
who had assisted_-in the selection- of a site.
. The·· Missi~sippi River at tha~ time (early February) must
have been quite low to have ~aused the Jesuit to write that it was
.no wider than the Seine. February is, however, a low-water period
in the Mississippi.
-Pere du Ru, too, gives seventeen leagues as the distance from
the mouth of the river at which the outpost was planted.
Both the cross and the inscription, which was on the cross,
were _planted in the cemetery, according to Pere du Ru .
. It would be well to translate the Latin inscriptio~:
·

.. ··'·
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To God, the Best, the Greatest
The French, as they had first come here,
first from Canada under De La Salle in the
year 1682; secondly from the same place·
under de Tonty in the year 1685; thirdly
from the seacoast under d' Iberville in 1699;
fourthly from the same place under the same
leader in the year 1700, planted this cross
February 14th· in the same year 1700. At
the foot whereof an altar being erected, a
priest of the Society of Jesus said Mass and
duly consecrated this enclosure for the
burial of the dead.

~

,

Baron de Villiers, editing the extract from Pere du Ru's
journal, says it came from a copy of the original written and so
preserved by the hand of the King's geographer, Claude De Lisle
(1644-172~) .·
·. Life. was ·not ·easy .among the scattering of rude -little huts
along the ·bank of the yellow Mississippi. .A sparse living had to be
wru~g .from· swampy soil, undrained then and ridden with fatal
fevers.· ··Letters iii the files. of the Ministere des Colonies (Series C13, .Corr~spon:dance. Generale Louisiane) ·are as eloquent now as
they
tWo~.1-,,undred" years ago. . .

were .

:M. De Sauv6ie: ·de .:.La Viliantray,_ governor of the colony of
Louisiana .. (1699-1702),. wrote one of them. From Biloxi, under
date of August 4th, 1701, he penned ~ letter to Paris "relating to
the succession of events that took place" in Louisiana between May
and August. The yellow document bears a marginal note in a
forgotten hand : "To be classified in the portfolio of the journals
and relations about this colony." The letter itself, referring to
May, 1700, says in part,
... on the fifteenth I received a letter from M. d' Iberville
from the Mississippi in which he informs me that he has been
·obliged to send some of his men hunting on Bay St. Louis to
provide them with food, since he was not able to do so along
the river. I sent him at once all the corn that I had here,
counting on the return of a boat that I had sent to Mobile to
look for some.·. ·. . I had very strongly expected that the detachment of the Mississippi would be much better .off than we
were·by.mea:Qs of tlie Natchez and the Houmas, but my opinion
has been changed by their plight..... the twelve pirogues that
we needed have been completed. I am sending at once to the

•
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-Mississippi some people who have been back fpr a week. They
are thirty and thirty-five feet long.... I have received from
the Mississippi a little which consists of eighty chiCkens.
Those-that we had here have been eaten to·the last one.
References to '~the Mississippi" mean -the fort on. the river.
In the instance of 'the statement, "They are thirty .and thirty-five
feet long", the gender of the French pronoun refers to· ~he pirogues.
M. De Sauvole de La Villantray's letter is only one of scores
that accumulated in the official archives during the first twenty
years .of the French in Louisiana-letters intoning .over and over
again .the pitiful lack of food, .the continual misfortune that befell
the. iron-hearted colonists.

,

Pere· du Ru, too, had to report ill-luck about food.· In· his
journal he writes, "On the 5th- of April I left to return to the·
Mississippi fort and am now there. The sugar-cane we planted is
dead, or rather they are withered before they were planted. . The
..orii°nge- seed~ which I planted are also missing. However, I am
-· certain that· all that grows in the Islands will grow here, but that
-there. is a season for sowing and planting which perhaps we have
. ·:. ·: .~not.. observed.';
·

.

.

.,:,

..

~ ...'.._':::~An :filtensely human interpolation is in' the latter part of this
-_·-~:- ·" .:excerpt, written by d' Iberville March 1st, 1700 :

· ._

···.. .
()n the--1st .I left-.wjth my ·brother in a bark canoe and
·:->>.·two pirogues, arid a Bayogoula who is coming to ransom some
:···,;.:-·-of their people who are prisoners at the· Houmas. I am going
: -·to inake ·peace between them and get them to excha;rige prisoners.
.
I gave orders for my pilot, Richard, to leave in the felucca
with a sailor and four savages in a bark canoe which I bought
from the -Canadians that they may go together to the fort ·and
then make a .portage to airiver which flows from there to near
the boats, that they may. explore it and see if it is practicable.
Erstwhile, the savages had five villages on that river, which
were destroyed by war.. They esteem it good to live upon. I
left at ·noon with two canoes belonging to the Canadians- .who
came from the north, leaving M. du Guay with six of his men,
. who went to the fort to carry back ·one of their fellows whose
. left arm was shot off by a gun and which was amputated by
niy surgeon with a saw made from a· knife. Gangrene has set
·in._. -..8
·
S:Margry, IV, ·407.
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What was the fate of this sufferer? Was he ·.transported to
·Biloxi, his life saved, and his health ~lowly regained under the pines
along Mississippi Sound? Or was help too late: did gangrene move
more swiftly than the carriers? He may have been· buried in the
little cemetery Pere du· Ru had consecrated a half-month. earlier,
perhaps the first to lie under the cross with its brief Latin inscription that recounted the' valor of a handful of unconquerable French-·
men who had dared the dangers of the lower rivez:-for France!
The priests who braved the Mississippi wilderness in those
early days in Louisiana's history not ·only were men· of prodigious ·
action and high resolve; they. did .. a thing as valu~ble by setting
down their memoirs of the things they actually saw and heard in
this strange new world. And, being m'en of education, they usually
were able to write accounts more complete and more accurate of
what transpired than those of the soldiers, carpenters, sailors, ·and
· political ~ppointe~s. who likewise left records.

,

Pere Ja~.e~_.Gravier, another. of the hardy Jesuits, .kept per_haps the 'most detailed account of his journeys of any of.the churchmen or· 1aym~it-.who were in colonial Louisiana, with the exception
· of Benard de.~ba;,Jia~.pe.: \.Following are extracts from the .Journal
· of the Voyai/~-.-i>f.1.i'athir Gravier of the Society of Jesus, in.1700,
from the Countr1i"6/.the iilinois to the Mouth of the .Mississippi,
addressed. to Father· d·e Lamb~rville, and sent from the Fort of the
Mississippi, selv~nteen leagues from its Mouth in the Gulf or Sea of
Me~ico, Feb~_·t.a,· 110.1.
.

,

.

There is this said ·of Pere Gravier· in Early .Voyages Up and
Down the Mississippi, with introduction, notes and index by John
. Gilmary Shea: ·
'Father James Gravier of the Society of Jesus, the writer
of this narrative, was one of the e·arliest Illinois missfonaries,
and the first who sufficiently mastered the language to compile a grammar.... He arrived in Canada apparently after
1679.... He descended· the Mississippi in 1700, but returned
to his mission. . . .
Pere Gravier came downstream to meet the priests who were
accompanying d' Iberville on.his second expedition. Pere du Ru
was one. Pere Gravler reached the Mississippi fortification De·c.einber 17th, nearly at the end~of 1700.. The excerpts follow, plung.fng into. the narr1:1rtive in the month'.of Decemb~r, 1700: On the 11th,
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we reached the cross which marks the village of the B~iou. goula, on the north of the Mississippi and 40 leagues from the
Houma:" ; :As the· waters have been extremely high this year
they have. undermined the cliff more than ten feet along, so
that the cross has fallen with the earth that slid down.... I
planted a large cross on the }Jank instead of that carried away
by the waters. They rose twenty feet high. . . . It is a long
voyage this down the Mississippi, very tedious· and very difficult, especially coming back, and very inconvenient on account
of the gnats. and other flies, called maringouins, brulets and
moustiques, the great rains, the excessive heats, tlie wretChed
Jandings, in mud and potter's clay, often knee deep,- and for
the.scanty fare .... At last, on the 17th of December, I reached
the Fort of the Mississippi,-after 68 days sail down. This first
establishment is on the south side of the river, ·eighteen leagues
from its mouth. There is no fort nor bastion, entrenchment
· or redoubt; all consists of a battery of six guns. six and eight
pounders, planted on the brow of the bluff, and of five or six
:cabins separate from each other and covered with palm leaves.
. The conimandent M. de Bienville has quite a nice little house
_.· ; there. I perceived on arriving that they began to cry Famine .
., · · and: tha.t the bread stuffs began to run out, whieh obliged me
·.·~ ... to· .take to Indian food so as to be a burden to no~e, and put
.:·.. :~·up· with Indian corn without meat or fish till the vessels come
·.,::..~<\:which .are hardly expected before the end of March. If the
Mississippi. is settled they will transfer the fort. or rather they
. . will build it at the Baiagoulas~ forty leagues further up, for
....:. ;..,. the high waters overflow so furiously here that they have
·>:.(be.en four months in the water .often knee deep outside their
... ·;::.cabins, although the Indians had assured them that. this place ·
was never· inundated. The wheat which had .been planted
here was already quite high when the inundations caused by a
furious swell of the sea in the month of August swept it away.
The garden was hardly more successful, besides there being a
. great quantity of black snakes ·that eat the lettuce and other
vegetables off to the root. . . .
To go from here to Fort ;Bilocchi, you must. on starting
make a portage of a good eighth ·of a league knee deep .in mud
and water, and take in a supply of water as you need to go
to· Bilocchi, for the little river you meet a quarter of a league
from here is brackish, that is to say· it is mingled with salt ·
·.. water. It empties into a lake two leagues across and after
·running five or six leagues southeast on the sea along the isles,
you· cut northeast off the isles till seven leagues· from the fort,
when'you make the main land'which you follow· to the entrance
. . of Bilocchi bay, in sight of the fort where you must cross ....
0
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Leaving Biloxi for the Mississippi settlement, Pere Gravier
"was eleven days in· getting here through the fault of our guide
who lost .his way, and made us lose a favorable wind which would
have brought us to the fort on t~e third day, but after using up
our half barrel of water we filled it with brackish water, which
troubled my canoe men much more than me, who accustom myself
to drink hardly anything when traveling. . . ." There follo'\Vs a
description of being lost among the Chandeleur islands, resuming,
· We at last, thank God,. entered a river where we qu~nched
our thirst and which led us to an eighth of a league from the
Mississippi, where we arrived safely and after an eighth of a
league portage we found ourselves eight leagues from the fort,
.where we arrived on the eleventh day after our departure from
Bilocchi. ...
There are 15 or 16 fathoms here.... There are few spots
for more than eighty leagues hence which are not inundated
.at the··great overflow of the Missjssippi. . . .
·

,

as
'

I

•

·.Pere Gravier's journal was in the form of ·a letter, addressed,
to Pere de LamberviUe.
He continues:
..
.
.
.

it)1as·.)J~en.stated,
~

.. . . :Jt~feJs·:e~actly·, Reveren.d Father, the details of my voyage
· ·~nd' :all :I_ cou1d" l~arn on my route, and of all that I have seen
. and remarked, and of all that I learned here from M. de Bienville, M. d' Iberville's brother, who has most explored -the
country.... They could .not make the first settlement in a spot
where· there are more mosquitoes than here. In sooth they have
given us little truce for seven or eight days, but at this moment
they ·sting me in close ranks, and in the month of December,
when you ought not to be troubled ·by them, there was ·such a
furious quantify that I could not write a word without having
my hands and face covered, and it was impossible for me to
sleep the whole night. They stung me so in one eye that .I
thought I would lose it. The French of this fort told me that
froIJl the month of March there is such a prodigious quantity
that the air was darkened with them and that they could not
distinguish each othe_r ten paces apart.
I remain here until the arrival of M. d' Iberville, as I am
in some sort obliged to serve as chaplain to the French who
·are in this fort and of whom several are Canadians. I have
much to suffer from these importunate insects till the month
of May, and still more remounting the river, since I shall not
be able .t0 do so till the number is so great that you cannot rest
by night or land by day to cook your Indian corn without being·
devoured by them. Blessed be God for all. . . .
·
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In the English. translation of Pere Gravier's 'journal, published in Shea's Early Voyages Up and Down the Mississippi, there
appears a postscript to this journal of Pere, Gravier's, as follows: .
Since this. letter 'written a year ago )ast February (of. the
. present year, 1702), the French abandoned the two posts her.ein ·mentioned, on the Mississippi and on Bilocchi bay to settle
at the river called Mobile. . . .
Several things should be noted here in connection with Pere
Gravier's
report:
•
I'\
'

,

He states that the village of .the Bayogoula is "on the north
of the· Mississippi". By this he means the west bank, for there has
never been any· question as ·to the precise location of this tribe's
; village. ,,.·The town of Bayou Goula today occupies the same site as
t~at'of the early settlement. An.d the Jesuit states definitely that
the Mississippi establiship.ent "is on the south side of the river",
. whichds.the. opposite or east bank. This is direct, unassailable. eyewitness Jes~moriy.
'· •..:-.:.• ; . ;

_...... "'4

•

>-:;:. :,A>cross_ '.';mark~. the village of
~P~re.Grayier ....Jt.appears. that these

the Baiogoulas", according ·to
crosses, planted near the riverbank.itself, were"ilsed.as·'aid's to navigation-'rnarine traffic-signals,
of a· sort. ..I~ecause the high waters of the Mississippi in the end
170.0" had _unde~mined tl~e bank at the "Bayogoula" community,
the cross fellinto·. the ·river. The French, it is obvious, did not
know .much about the eroding qualities of the great Mississippi
. .
river.

.of.

'

The Mississippi's waters "rose· twenty feet high" in 1700at least at the villag~ of the "Baiogoulas", Pere Gravier reports.
Reaching the Mississippi establishment on the 17th of December, 1100, the Jesuit priest arrived almost a year after the establishment of the post. . His description, therefore, is of the littl~ frontier
garrison nearly at the ~nd '.Of its first year of existance. _
Pere: Gravier says the site· of -the fort was "eighteen leagues
from its mouth" ..· This is in sufficient agreement with other authorities. · .. . .
·
Most .interesting is the priest's flat, positive statement that
"There is no tort nor. bastion, entrenchment or redoubt'', in view
of the declarations of Iberville .that he has .constructed a 20-foot-
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square block-house oi wood, indicating· that the guns were mounted
· here.. Commandant de Bienville must have been occupying the
wooden block-house as a residence when Pere Gravier arrived.
··Interesting, too, is the ~ esriit observer's assertion that the
battery of six guns", six and eight pounders, was "planted on the
brow of ·the bluff~'. Even more than interesting, jt is ·highly important in the light of later logic'.
The cabins, too, are memorable. The ··site had 'become a small
colo~y, not merely a rud~ wooden fort.
·
. The.sage old Bayogoula, who so glibly assured the French that
their ridge was quite safe from inundation, was wrong. The place
did flood-even atop the ridge, with its bluff, the water was knee.deep. .
The portage· deserves attention. Pere Gravie~ was quite cor. rect~ It would be impossible to navigate any sort of over-land
crossing beh~rul' the new fortification: more so in 1700, .before
scientific· lan~.::drainage began.
Modern· maps supplied by the United· States.government show
clearly .~viderices. ~of what logically might have been a portage, a
short eight)eagues ·'(less than twenty-four miles) upstream· from
the Mississ!J)pL·post. _The best portage, however, is that directly
. behind'lhe-..!foit:site. (see maps)~
.
.·
The .:POSb~cript ·.or. adQ,enda: to the Gravier narrative is incorrect. Thefort was not abandoned·before 1702;.that was, somehow,
an error·.'. ·:1f was occupied officially until 1707; unofficially for
years afterward, an~ even was used for a gathering of troops as
late as· 1715..
.·Positive evidence that the post ·was .not abandoned .by 1702
is contained in ·a letter written at Fort Louis (Mobile) September
.6th, 1704, by de Bienville to the Minister of Mar~ne, Jerome Phelypeaux, Comte de ·Pontchartrain. Bienville, serving his first term
as governor of the Louisiana province, wrote:
The. Mississippi settlement has not been changed at all .as
my. brother d' Iberville had ordered me to do since I discovered
after his departure that the lands were not submerged everywhere. M.. de St. Denis is ·in command there of fifteen men
whom I· have placed there as a garrison. He is a very good
. officer with ·whom I· am very· well pleased and very. well
adapted. to coll)mand the Canadians and knows perfectly well
:how to·lead theindians"·and make himself liked:'by them.
.
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Apparently de Bienville's letters do not mention the struggling
establishment on the Mississippi River again until, in an official ·
communication to Pontchartrain dated February 20th, 1707, the
governor writes from Ft. Louis and includes the following passages:
Our old small ship that remained was destroyed by a squall
in the port of Massacre last month while coming from the
Mississippi where I .had sent it to get the King's goods that
were there....
All the Indians of those countries are thoroughly treacherous. They have already committed many assassinations.
There is reason to apprehend that they m~y commit more because of the. small fear they have of the French. They have
such a low opinion of them that recently the Chickasaw and
Choctaw chiefs asked me in· great seriousness if there were
really as many people in· France as here and whether there
.. were.many more. I tried to make them comprehend the truth
··, about the· matter by means of striking comparisons. It was
· impossible to make them believe. although I understand their
Ia~guage perfectly well. They gave me as a reason that if there
:· . · ,;:.w~~e ·re~lly as many people as I said, some of them would come
... h~re . .to avenge the death~ of the Frenchmen "or you have no
· · ,~ ~·G.oli:rage·:at~ all", they said to me. "You have been here for six
.· ..;~.;:..::y.ears.. Instea~ 'of increasing you are diminishing. The good
. men are. dying and only children come in their places". In
. fact they··are right. Of the soldiers that we have three-fourths
· ·. ·are young and incapaQle of enduring the wars of these coun'.. ·:tfies.... We have only forty-five soldiers at present from one
hundred that we ought to have in the· two companies that the
King maintains in this country....
I have had the Mississippi establishment abandoned since
I do not have enough men to guard it. It is however necessary
to have one there in order to keep the Indians in check who are
·.grumbling at present sfoce they truly think that they are being
abandoned. I· am making them .think that this post will be reestablished. What has most induced me to abandon it· is because I have no ship's boat at all to send.there to carry assistance.

,

Almost exactly a y.ear later (on February 25th, 1708, to be ·
exact), de Bienville again wrote Pontchartrain from Ft. · Louis
about' the now-officially-abandoned· Mississippi outpost:
·:.:

One ·cannot suffer more than I am suffering.... I have
learned, my lord; that complaint has been made to your Lordship that Sieur de St. Denis, a lieutenant of infantry, was not
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present with his company and that he was still residing· in the
lower part of· the Miss1ssippi.. They were apparently not .in-:
formed · that he. was there by my orders in· order to keep the
Indians of those' quarters 'on ,good terms Since r was ·not· in a
·position to leave .a ·garrison there. He knows· perfectly ·wen·
how to manage them, linowing their languages. I shall not·
fail, .mY lord, to have him return since M.. d' Artaguette has told
me that M. de Muy had orders from your Lordship to do s.o.
1

1. •

Diron d'Artagrette was sent to Louisiana June 30th, 1707, as
commissary-general ( commissaire ordonnateur) . De Muy, commissioned 'the same day as governor to. succeed Bienville, died at·
Havana en route to the colorly, and Bienville continued at the head··
of affairs in Louisiana~
·
Three days later another letter was ind'ited to Pontchartrain,
this time from M-0bile by de Bienvill~'s cousin, Major Pierre Dugue,
Sieur de. Boisbriant, who . assured the Minister of Marine that ali
complaintS'. against Bienville "are without fpundation", continuing:
. ·"Sieur de St. Denis, the lieutenant of .a company, who was sent by
the· said ·.-sieqr de Bienville .to restrain the Indians,. has per,formed ·
his. taslfw.ith ·great prudence and it is important for the 'colony to
continue.. h.im .in.. this duty;'. A brief .marginal note on. the manu- ·
script .says...:rperely;·".Good'~.· .
·
·
·
'
Pontcha~trafn.n~rl took up his. pen to enter the. discussion of
St.Deni.sand th~ erstwhil~ M;i~sissippi fort. In a letter to de Bieri.ville,. dat~cl. from Versame·s on . July 11th, 1709, the . Minister
wrote: ·
·
~
·

,

';:.·

~·

t have .rendered the King an account of- what you wrote
me on the subject of Sieur de St. Denis, a lieutenant of· infantry whom ·you have sent to the lower· part of the Mississippi.. · Since you think that he is useful there to retain the
friendship of the Indians. for you ·His Majesty approves of
your leaving him. there.
Another 'Year passes. ·Then, from Port Dauphin on· October
27th, 1711, Bienville (apparently succeeded as governor by Antoine
de Lamothe Cadi~lac). writes Pontchartrain again:
. 'sieur" de St. Denis, a lieutenant, who since I was not very·
well '.pleased with .his conduct, at the order 'that I sent him to
return from, the..Mississippi where he was in command replies
that he did not wish to serve the King any more at, all and that
I should inform your· Lordship of· it.
'
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Whether the wrath of the Comte de Pontchartrain was called
down upon the impudent head of Sieur de St. Denis in his damp
fastness on the lower Mississippi as a result of this communication
is.not clear. St. Denis did, however, continue to serve the King,
for he appears in later pages of Louisiana's history in various official connections, finally completing his life as commandant of a
French fort at Natchitoches.
M. de Remonville, active in the early Mississippi Company,
wrote August 6th, 1702, in his Historical Letter Concerning the
Mississ°ippi, that "The fort which was in the Mississippi River,
eighteen leagues from the mouth on the west side.... must also be
changed". Remonville was wrong; the fort was on the east side
of the river. He must not be blamed, however, for this error. So
little was known of Louisiana's geography; de Remonville, himself,
apparently was not present at the fort; and the Mississippi river
contorted itself so strangely that the novice could never be quite
· cert~in in which direction was north. A memoir of the period com. plained· that "The Mississippi does nothing but twist; it goes the
rounds
the compass .every three leagues. For six months it is
a to~r~nt, and· for six . .months the ·waters are so slow that at many
. . pla'ees;·~pirogues can scatcely ·get past".
:'·:J.t'"is·worth noting also that 1719 b.rought Louisiana a spectacular and altogether unprecedented rise in the Mississippi-Baron
de·:·Villiers writes of it .that even "the Indians did not remember
.h~·vhi~"ever seen its like". It was floods like this one, and the known
high: water o~ 1700, that played havoc .with the little fort-or, in
1719, .what may have been left of the little wooden block-house and
huts.

of

1

-·: .. •

. There is much about the short-lived but important little Mississippi River fort .in the secondary sources-the histories of Gayarre,
Fortie~, French, and Rowland, for example. But this is drawn
almost wholly from the same primai:y sources considered herein;
there is little worth in quoting them except as they might condense
long accounts in the first-hand narratives.
Charles Gayarre, however, maintains in his History of Louisiana0.that when Antoine Crozat took over the Louisiana Province in
1712, five forts existed at Mobile, Biloxi, Ship Island, Dauphine
·Island, and._the Mississippi fort .. Apparently Sieur de St. Denis
still was there at that date.
11vo1. I (1897), p. 69.
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Gayarre· is one of the several historians and narrators who
explain that the post was established "on the first solid ground"
met by d' Iberville on his voyage up the Mississippi· from its mouth
at the east pass. Gayarre and others say the little fort was fiftyf our miles from the mouth of the Mississippi, That would be eighte'en leagues, at three miles to the league.
. ~ ·

B. F. French, in a footnote 10 to his Historical Collections of
Louisiana, says that d' .Iberville "selected a spot on Poverty Point,
about thirty-eight miles below the present city of New Orleans,
where he built a· fort and located a small colony".
"

~-

,

Fortier, 'in a :footnote in his History of Louisiana11 has this to
say about d' Iberville's establishment, "fifty-four miles from the
mputh of the river", of a fort: "The first settlement in ·the present
State of Louisiana. It was abandoned in 1705". ·
In,his· Mississippi, the Heart of the Soutk12 Dr·. Dunbar Row. land makes this statement :
.... ·

. :·They'.enter~d the :Mississippi with ·which they were now

acquain~~,·on the ·15th _of·:January, 1700, and eighteen leagues
from its_ . motith:-~and eight ·below the English Turn, Iberville

sefocted\a·· spot ·of·b.~gh .ground as the ·site for the fort (La
Boulaye) which.he resolved to construct when he descended
the river .... ·.
·
After. making plans for the building and'. maintenance o~
Fort La:-Boulaye . ~ . he left Bienville in command with twentyfive· men .and· ret~rned to Biloxi. ~ ... ·
The parentheses in the first Rowland paragraph are his own.
It has already been pointed out that de la Harpe's narration
is essentially a primary source..It is de la Harpe who makes almost
indisputable the statement that the ~ississippi post was used as
late as 1715. He describes ~ de Bienville's expedition from Mobile
to found Fort Rosalie at Natchez:
1

M. de Bienville set" out accordingly, and arrived at the fort
on the ;Mississippi, where he found ·iv.rM. d,e. Paillou and de
RichebouJ?g with the pirogues which had ··been sent from
. ;,

lOPart III (1851), p. 12.
11Vol. I (1904), p. 258•
ttVol. I, pp. 1'78·176.
UFrench, Hiatoncal OolUctiona, Pa.rt· III,·p.. 45.
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- Mobile;. laden·.with.provisions ·and utensils to form·.the· s.ettlements at Natchez and on :the Ouabache, He ordered· them to
·proceed.·
A "M. de la Boulay, who commanded· at the Arkansas" in
April, ·1722~ is mentioned by ·B'eiiard de Ia· Harpeu at least three ·
times.·
. · · ·.
•

Was he·the same person . as·Jean.du Boullay, mentfoned under
the headin·g .-"Canadians" in the ·"Ron· of ·staff officers~ pettjr officers, .sailors,· Canadia~s; freebooters, soldiers, ·laborers and cabin
boys who have been left-in:·garrison by M. d':'Ib.erviHe at' the fort
of Maurepas in the Mississippi River,. on the coast of Florida, to
whom are due .the sums hereinafter indicated 'f.or each of them, to
begin, according to the terms of.-their. engagement; on the first" day
after the termination :ofthe advances made to them· in France, and
< ·~. on "the'·lsland .of s. Domi.ngo, until-the last-day of ·December· of' the
·. present year ·1699 (make the discount to the end of the year and
. · -~ ·remit;"the present)"? It is. not probable...The passage reads.:

,

~,. ;'..J,~-.d~:Bouilliy, at 25 1. pei- month, for the last

...

·: .-,, ...',_!:~10~-;days·~·of. October, November ·and December,
· ~·, - :1s9·g.. ·:--~~--·--.--~:~---··--·-···-~--~------~------~-~------~------·-··-~------ · 58 .1.. Gs. 8r.
.. ., · 'and"for.:'the. year 1699.....:...................................... 300
0 O
··_ .. · · ·
·
· 358 ·1~ 6s. Sr.
·.,.:._;En~aged on July ~O, 1698. Advances 75 L ·
· . ::rhe fort: ·Maurepas mentioned is not the Mississippi establishment. -· There was· a Maurepas ·on Back Bay, at Biloxi, at this time.
· Also, the date in ."the present year 1699" preclu~es the possibility
of the Mississippi' ·establishment. being meap.t-it was founded in
. 1700.
. No Boullay.' is mentioned in·: a. roll ·of staff officers, .Canadians,
etc.; prepared May 25th, 1700, by de :Bienville, nor is any in a list
of 13 persons· who. died between the establishment of a tort on the
· Gulf coast Ap;ril 8', 1699, .and October 18, 1700.111

......

A letter from Perier. and. De· La Chaise to the directors of the
.: C6mpanl1-.'of.:·the Indies, .d.ated ·at New: Orleans on April 22nd, 1727,
says in part~ "Lapoulaye married· here, where he has a plantation"
°(la Boulaye·marie icy y. a un·e habitation) .10 ·
UJbid., Part. III, pp. 105·107.
Miaa£1aippl, Iloat"t. of t1lo South, I. 179·184.

111 Rowland,

URowland and Sanders,

M'811~8'ppl

.Pro11inoicd ..d.r0Mv111, JI, G-89, .
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The- same officials again: wrote. their.. directors· fro·m New Orleans March 25th, 172~, under:'the·heading "Sieur La Boulaye":
."Sieur La Boulaye applies. himself to his ·plantation and we
have had negroes delivered to him in several allotments:; we shall
continue this,. seeing that he deserves to obtain -so:m:e": 1?
· · · The title "Sieur" indicates that this La Boulaye ·is not the same
as Jean du Boullay, a Canadian; nor, necessarily, as· the "M~ de la
Boulay, who commanded at the Arkansas" in 1722.
··
On the other hand, a boulaie is the old French word for a birchplot ·~r wood.·
.
· .
This does not by any means exhaust the available documentary
materials. It is simply presented in an atterµpt to indicate the type
of information to be found in the first-hand accounts. It is impossible here to begin to go into even the primary sources in a~y
sort of detail. ·
·
· ·· ·
A sunui{ary of all the preceding material.seems·in order at this
point.
·
··

,

·.

··-:

•
~

.
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.. CHAPTER III

I

. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

..

It is· po~sfble.:.de!initely to locate the site of the Mississfppi fort
called de la Boulaye. . · ·

\ •.

I

t /.

Physical .evidence, research, and field-trips offer conclusive
evidence to this end. Armed with reliable information and indisputable fact, the four interested in:vestigators-Prescott H. F.
Follett, Maurice Ries, Gordon W. Callender aD:d Albert Lieutaudwere able to go into the. field and, by a process of. eliminationt to
narrow the search after a year to' a site near the toWn of Phoenix,·
Louisiana, on the river roa¢1 between New Orleans and Pointe a la
-Hache.

j/
I

"'

Consider the facts first :
( l) A. fort was es~ablished .
. ;,

1TJbicl., II, 641.
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:(2) It· was the -first ·French. post, the first settlement· that
was intended to .be .permanent, on the lower. ~ississippi.
· (3) It did officially_establish ~he claim .of the ·French to the·
vast. Louisiana ~erri~ory. . .
.
.
(4) It wa.s.in_qse over·a period.of ·at. least fifteen· years ..
, ... (5) . It consisted of more .than a single fortified .buildingit was:Ji smallsettlement inCiudfng 'not less than half .a. d.ozen
structures.
·
·
·
·.
·
( 6) An enclosed cemetery was .dedicated ..
(7) · The post was .founded "on the ,first high land" reached on
a journey up the
Mississippi from its .mouth at the east pass .. . · ·
I
·
(8)" The· site selected bY d' Iberville "was high land: the
· Bayogoula ·Indian guide· asserted it was land safe from inundation,
while Pere· Gravier declared 'the "battery OI six guns'; was "planted
. .on· the;~brow· of ~he bluf~".
.
. . · ·, (~.) The Bayogoula guide· was wrong. The "high land" was
. · ·.·:i:ri'undated, with :water· standing at 1east:knee deep. These floods
.. /:\vete not"only caused. by overflOw. from the Mississippi river,. but
.. .~.also'. ;~~by a Jurious' swell .of the sea". .
'
.
,,:::~.
R.~uabie witnesses repeatedly ·assert that the outpost
.. was
the.east bank of the Mississippi.
.
· .... ··,: ·. (11) · A portage be~irid th~ establishment brought travelers
tlj~'.settlements.at·Bnoxi and Mcibile afterthey journeyed by boat
.to·tlje coastal. islands and ·along ~ississ~ppi Sound. . .
(12) No mention whatever is made of having to cross the
Mississippi to begin the short· cut ~o the coast..· .·
.
(13) A small fresh~water river, deep and: fairly wide, ran
behind the establishment on the Mississippi. This stream had two
major outlets
that·seemed to lead
to the sea.
'
.
.
~(14).. · The distance from the ·sea was ,alw:ays given. as ·seventeen ·or eighteen leagues.
(15f Another portage· was· a~ailable a short distance above
the fort.
. . : · ·(16}· · The.~st~blishment was stripped in 1707 and. these inaterials transported by·boat to the Isle of Massacre.in .Mobile bay.
. (17) .· ·The .small vessel. bearing the equjpment from the._Mis.·· ·sissippi post sank in the harbor. of the Isle ·of Massacre and has
.. never, so far as_is= known, been raised.
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<~ .. :.(18) ·; .A detailed contemporary descr.iption .ot the t~r.r!}in ·fin~
. eluding ·tree~,. prairie,. and gen~ral conditions)· tallies definitely
·with the general aspects of the present site.of the town .of Phoenix.
(19) · A-number of ancient maps are available, ·bearing the
site.of tbe "vieux forf/'. An overwhelniiq.g·majority-including the
most reliable:-;-place it on the, east .ba;nk.,
I ,

.

.

:Now· consider the above facts (which cannot -be otherwise than
accepted)/-in the .light of modern knowledge: (Numbers . ·below
correspQiid."to numbers .above.) .
.
(1) · If the ·:fort was once. established, -its ~ite must r~main,
a;n.d
can
be "located.
·
.
.
.
(.3) If,_the post.'was utili~ed as late .~s.1715,_then its comple~e
'ab~ndon~e~t could not have begun ,until that date, ana.it.could.not
>~ave b~gun~to _fall in ruins· until then.. The~efore~- its. ruins. ~ho~ld
. :Q.ave. lasted eyen)ate~: than·they would. b~ supposed ~o endur~ .if the
place .had· been· abandoned entirely in 1707 at .de Bienville's. order
· · ..'(9r iµ· ~7.o·s; as manr.historians erron~ous1y st~te)... · ·.·. ,. . ···. ·.· .
· ··... ·: ( 5):· 's~rice ·the Mississippi establishment was. a little colony,
includiiig<:·a. :half-dozen. huts .. and the-. log-house, ·i~ occupied more
· ground th~n/i:f-:it .had been ~only a. single: forti~ied· building. Like. wisedts.>gar4~ns,· cemetery and· the· ~!earing .that _was made ·must.·be
included as'ab>integral·~part of the.post.· The site-of any part. of
the or~ginal settlement' is)he:'.site of "the. Mississippi fort", since
that Iialjie :~as given .to th~ ·entire community on th:e riv:er-bank.
(.6>"··· ·:fhe ·enclosed ce~etery; however··sman, helped swell the·
land area·:·of the. post.. '
'
(7) .·United' States Army· engineers ·at New Orleans haye
·.found in their official s~rveys that· "the first high Ia.nd" of note
on the way· up the· "Mississippi from the east' pass is well 'above'
Point a la Hache-it is, indeed, at Phoenix.
··
(8) At Phoenix a definite ridge runs at a right angle.to the
Mississippi River, .meeting the ·river -itself. It is· the highest'ground
between the mouth of the river and "New ·Orleans~ United States
Army engineers say. Now,' atthis point ·Professor R. A. Stein- ·
mayer, head of the Department of Geology at Tulane University., and .·F~. Webster McBryde, associate in geography in the Department .'o{ Middle American Research. at Tulane, both. giye as· their
.. expert opinion the belief that the river, at the place where the ridge
- ·:.· :ro.eets the wat.e_r, is wearin,g away the ·l:>ank. On the oth~r ha:nd,
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just under Poverty Point,,the river-bank ·on the-.ea:st side is "mak- ·
ing"; 6~ building. This. second point- is directly. in front of the
fort ·S\ite. Under. $uch circumstances, the fort . that. once mounted
its guns at the· edge of the river now is some distanc~ from it.
While ·considering .the ridge in question-the same that runs
from the water's edge at ·Phoenix·diagonally away from the river
to a po.int· beyond where the fort actually stood, it must be re. membered that . a ridge meeting. the river at.,a right .angle, on an
eroding bank, would be sheared off by .the action of the wa~er..This
would leave a definite rise, much as appears when the tapering end
of a loaf of bread is sliced off and the cut viewed from the front.
Now, such a· high point-though it would not have riseri but a few
feet above the ·surrounding·flat country-would in·staritly have attracted the ·attention of one looking for ·a suitable place to make
an establishment. It. will be recalled that d' Iberville· first remarked 'his selection from a boat in the"river. Certainly such' a ·
bank would have been· the first thing to attract his attention. And
the- early 'French in Louisiana were .not familiar· with the idiosyncracies: of .the Mississippi River. They did not know· with· what
speed it
cut its sandy banks i:ri t.he . most unexpected places-or
builcf tiie?D:,.: fa others. They· were used .to the rivers of France,
running~ th~ir -unchanging· .course between. banks of stone and hard.
earth;:A:ivers not .·subject .to such tremendous periOdic £Iood-tides ,
as . is th~ Mississippi-~ ·when in a. single. night. the entire river has
be~n '.known to· change·Jts course by miles, cutting across one of. its
own banks·to form what is .known as an ox-bow cut-off. ·French
missionaries. plal.lted a tall cross at the Bayogoula village so near
to the stream' tliat flood-waters cut the banks and .caused. the cross
to slide. into the river-th~y could not· have· known .much· about the .
habits of t;tie great Mi~sis~ippi. They could not ·have known-they
had been in Louisiana only· a year.
1

,

can

(9) The ridge running thr~ugh Phoenix is approximately
200 feet wide. Its length is relatively unimportant,.except that.it
.:runs away fro~,.th~- present river-bank .for some distance beyond
the site of the, fort. "As for height-while it is higher than any of
the .surrounding grounQ., and is plainly visible behi;nd the little
town of .Phoenix today (for it .stands above the monotonous flat
prairie, ~row~ed by tr.ees for a·li~tle distance much as it must have
looked two· centuries ago to d' Ibervill~ and de Bienville and the
rest) , it' is never· more than three feet above· the plains roundabout.
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. Pere Gravier states positively that it was flooded -in1700 or.early
in l 701:. "knee deep", he said. That is quite possible. Inhabitants
of Phoenix assured the investigators· that, their whole town· is
flooded, often twice a year, by ·wat~r that backs up from the Gulf.
of Mexico thro.ugh the .swamps and lagoons, and through Oak
River, behind the .town. The ridge, they declared without ·hesitation,· in these days of modern drainage and with the . Mississippi
held permanently. aw~y by tan ·~evees,. has been. covered 'many times
~ithin their. c;>wn memories by this water which a· high southeast.
wind· blows up from the sea through the prai'ries. It is .not surprising to them; it is orie of the accepted and appare:Q.tly inevitable
facts of their..existence. And water a foot de.ep over the crown of
the rise· might. .w~ll be knee-deep in places on the ridge.
(10) ' There should ·be no better· proof of the fact. that the
establishment .was on· the east side of the river than. that contained
·~in d' Iberville's. own ".words. .He wrote in his journal, "At this
. minute I am opposite a point. on the right ,bank 17 or 18 .leagues
.from the sea>~:.: .. .the savage said the land was never flooded ...."
This i,s.proof positive, ford' Iberville was ascending the river-as.he
wrote;\ and· the east could· only have been on his right hand. ..M:.
Penieaut,·-too, vtrrote of "d' Iberville's ascent,· "Eight leagues farther
up M.~ d' Iber.yille r~niarked tO·:the right a place very proper to .make
a .. fort~~. · Th~'::'.itafi~s·. ·are for emphasis in this connection·. And
Pere Gravier~. -thoroughly C<?nfused ·by the eternal ,twisting_ <?f the
Mississippi on his long. down-stream Journey, .wrote of "th.e village
of the··Baiagoula, on the . '·north .of .the Mississippi'~. No one has
ever questioned the indisputable fact that the Bayog~>Ulas lived on
the west bank, or.that the French settled there, or that the present
town .of ·Bayou Goula .on that. side of the river occupies the identical
site of the early Indian village. Conversely, -when Pere Gravier a
few paragraphs later states that the .Fort of the Mississippi is "on
the south side of the river", he means not the actual south, _but the.
side opposite to .the Bayogoula town. And he was right-the Mississippi settlem_ent was on the opposite side from .that of the Bayo. goulas. . B. F. French, though a secondary s9urce, -places the site _
on Poverty P.oint, which. is on the east" bank ·a. mile or more above
the town of. Phoenix.
(11) A portage· from the site· at Phoenix would· not only
bring. the early·. colonists to. the Gulf Coast with little· trouble,. but,
indeed, it ·serves· the same purpose today. A study of old and new
'::·;_maps _clearly d~monstrates. that this was the only ·possible . pl.ace
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for a satisfactory short cut to the Biloxi and Mobile area from the
Mississippi, anywhere between New Orleans and Bayou Mardi
Gras near the mouth of the Mississippi. Likewise, a careful inspection of the older maps in relation to the newer ones shows clearly that small bayous and waterways once extended. much closer to
the Mississippi from Oak River than they do today. Continual
overflow from· the Mississippi, inundation from back-water, as
well as almost uninterrupted cultivation of the land for two centuries have produced a gradual levelling and filiing-in process that·
has obliterated mariy of the small waterways. It must be noted
that a very .excellent map, Lafon's Carte Generale du Territoire
D'Orleans Gomprenant auss(la Floride Occidentale et une Portion
du Territoire du Mississippi, of 1806, definitely names the Phoenix
site "le Portage". It is given no other name.
( 13) The small but definite river tehind the fort can only
be.Oa~ River, with its equally broad branch, Bayou Lessep (Bayou
P.ortage) .. •:Incidentally, there is no such stream behind a point on
the· west: bank anywhere near. this approximate site, seventeen or
eighteen leagues from the river's· mouth. And .use of such a stream
as a.\portage ·or short cut would only lead navigators away from
the Mobile-Biloxi posts. It is noteworthy, also, that Oak River has
several.<;>U.tlets· on .~ts own east. bank which lead eventually to the
sea~ -·;. J'~
(16) There is little need to speak of the distance from the
mouth of the river...:.....always giVen as seventeen or eighteen leagues.
A leagu~whatever type mearit by the early explorers-is always
approximately three miles. · The. site would therefore . be about
fifty-four miles from the mouth of· east pass. The mouths of the
Missis~ippi are continually_ building, which makes accurate .measurement impossible. Even in the early days of the colony, due to
sandbars, tides and currents, the.mouths shifted and made measure. ments of distances most difficult, as several early engineers com- .
'plain. The canal site· near Phoenix fits this requirement, too.
(15) Following Oak River to its very end would have brought
.an explorer two hundred years ago almost to the banks of the Mississippi, a little more than two leagues above the fort, for Oak River
once was a branch of the Mississippi. On the other hand, the
prairie almost everywhere between English Turn and the mouth of
·the Mississippi is so ·threaded by mazes of interlacing bayous
and waterways ..navigable to light craft but too small to show
·.·. on· ordinary maps, that it would have been quite possible to
·'..
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have used a number of these as emergency routes, difficult and
_long, between the coast and the river. This is probably what Pere
Gravier did when his guide was lost.
(16) The fort was stripped of its equipment and what de
Bienville calls "the King's goods". It is not surprising that nothing ·
.remains to be found in or above the ground of this first establishment in present-day Louisiana, save the two small logs and the little cannon-ball aforementioned, which· will be described in detail
shortly. The comparatively flimsy two-story wooden structure
which was the central figure in the little community could hardly
have lasted more than a few years after its final abandonment_. even if the Indians had not torn it down or. burned it, which they
probably did. However, maps as late as 1777 bear the cryptic
legend, "ruins of Fort de· 1a Boulaye" at the site where the canal
now crosses the ~hoenix ridge.
·
(18) The ridge has been discussed. Some trees named by
d' Iberville fii''his de~criptron still. flourish on the undisturbed portions of the_ higher land. The prairie behind is, as Iberville said,
some fifteen)eagues deep. It is dotted with occasional clumps of
.trees, j'ust°'as
.
.the
. early
.. explorers beheld it.
(19), J1i~ m~ps-~ust be studied to .realise how ·convincingly
they bear·_:()_lit·the:.fact that a point ·on the Phoenix ridge, now some
distance away from. the ·river's edge, is the actual site of the ancient·
establish~ent on the Mississip~i.
Pere. ·G:ravier stated that in ·going to. the Gulf coast, the little
river behin.d the. fort· "empties into a lake two leagues across".
·Roughly, to frave~se Bayou Lessep (Bayou Portage), part of Oak
River, and then ·orange Bayou takes one directly into the· combined
Grand Lake arid Petit Lake. To cross them is a journey of ap~
proximately six miles: Gravier's "two leagues". · This is the best
and most convenient route to the coast.
·
Another point must be remembered:. the ridge is not more
. than two hundred feet across, and extends away from the river
for several miles. · Now, since this is the only high ground ~ny
where within miles of a point at the accepted seventeen or eighteen
leagues from the river's mouth at the east pass, the ridge must
}).ave been the high ground selected by· d' Iberville.
Where was the cannon-emplacement'? "On the brow of the
·; bluff", Pere Gravier declared. 'What site did d' Iberville select?
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One he saw plainly from the river.· He :could .best see the end of
the ridge nearest,him, where it met the river. Wher.e .would.a
tary man place a fort? ·Where it would command. t~e river,. his
purpose from the first. Then he must place it as near the bank as
possible. The farther back on the ridge, the less serviceable .would
the fort have been. The ridge was.as high at the edge .of the river
as it was a mile from the river, the investigators found. The fact
that high water today stands a foot deep a mile·from the ,river as
. well as the same depth on the ridge· within a hundred yards of the
present bank proves that the ridge, is the same height.close to the
water as at any reasonable;
serviceable
distance.. \from it..
. .
.
.
.There is in the town of Phoenix a small and yery old cemetery..
It is. situated on the ridge, a- half-:-mile or more from the fort site.
Cemeteries in old communities. are perhaps the· niost unchanging,
. the most permanent things in them. It is highly po~sible that the
Phoenix.·cemetery of today is on the site of that dedicated by Pere
.d~'·Ru on February 14, 1700.
. ·:It has·, been stated. repeatedly that the fort was on the ridge;
. where,:th~t ridge met the· Mississippi River. That is true. Not
where it:~e,ets:Jt now; ·but-where it originally met it. The fort was
at a:_.place::..where.-the, river formerly ran alongside, not across, the
ridge. : It- -*as· ~·ot wliere the river is :Perpendicular to the ridge, bu~
where it was parallel. to it. This will be discussed "more in detail
late~. ·
· .
.· .
·

mili-.

,

. Briefly, the activities of the men who inaugurated and pushed
this search for the location of the ancient,. important old fort must
be traced:
Early in .January, 1932, four .men-all residents of New Orleans---:--dis~ussed the fact that they had noted on several old maps
that a fort once was on the Mississippi River bank somewhere, approximately halfway, between. New Orleans and· the delta~ ,Each
of the group has long been in~ensely interested in the· history of
·French colonial Louisiana. Out of the discussion.gre~_the resolve
to attempt to locate the precise site of the fort. Thus began a quest
that lasted more than three: years before· the group had .satisfied
itself as. to the definite location of what .they learned to have been
t,he.. first French establishment on t:p.e. lower ;tv.{ississippi.
· During that time, documents had been searched; maps studied~
books probed for information that might aid in. the hunt. Officials,
United States Government ~ngine~rs, .engi_neers .of the State o~ Lou-:.
1
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isiana, experts in geography and geology, local historians, natives
of the possible sections were interviewed, and documents asked of
the French Dep~rtments of war and of Marine. A number of field-.
trips were. made, in which, by b.oat and on foot, the searchers
examined the. terrain ·for miles in ·all directions from what they
. early felt to be their focal poin~omewhere within several square
iniles centering upon Phoenix.
Automobile trips were made. The party waded through sticky
swamps and.fought mosquitoes to probe thoroughly some local tradition that might have had bearing upon the case. One of the group
even studied the. site from an airplane.
j .

I

,

~

.!

They had made boat-trips through the bayous and lakes for
miles behind the possible Mississippi sites. They had demonstrated·
. to themselves how the portage could. be made and the short cut
"ta~en to the Gulf coast.
· They._had;;·even. enlisted the aid oi electrical science. An accomplished electrical engineer, Milton Clerc, designed and supervised. the co:µstruction of the most modern possible instrume.nt for
locating any sort of metal underground. Mr: Clerc's assistance
throughout.}he· latter mo.nths of the hunt was valuable. With this ·
device, tli~~;riilie·~~~d.other.sites were studied in the hope of finding
some weaporis;:,some metal "relic that: would have endured the
ravages of time :in«the damp grqund. Most of the ground has long
been tinder cul,tivation, howeyer, and this presented obvious difficulties. So:did the fact that the ridge now is largely covered by the
toWl1. · Th~_electrical instrument was greatly hampered here.
Photographs were taken and measurements made· at various
places investigated. A record of field-trips was c~refully kept.
Several preliminary compilations of their data were typewritten, gathering the mass of historical material most useful to
them in their search. Still they continued their work. And at last
they were sigilally rewarded. · Briefly, they learned from former
Louisiana State Senator Joseph ·Gravolet, of Phoenix, that several
years earlier he and two employees, while dredging a·canal·across
the ridge on Gravolet property, had brought up a number of ancient
hand-hewn cypress logs, which had lain in tiers underground. Two
pieces of the logs only remained, the others having been destroyed.
Senator Gravolet.had not known what the.purpose of the original
log-bed might have been, but when he learned that Fort de Ia Bou-
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laye originally had been located somewhere close to the place where
.the logs were found, he was ~true~ by the resemblance of. circumstances. The searchers,. acquainted with the historical and geographical details of the original Mississippi fort, saw at once how
all details of this new information tallied with their own.
I

Senator. Gravolet cooperated &plendidly in the renewed activities which immediately were. begun. The site where the logs were
dredged up was examineQ. moinutely, and further corroborative
. evidence was found: . Boats and men were . provided by Senator
Gravolet, w;tio· himself most courteously assisteq. in the renewed
search. A number of expeditions were made to the new site, maps
were drawn,. measurements made, and photographs taken. Affidavits likewise were .obtained from Senator Gravolet and .his. two
workmen. This new material is presented herein.
.. Shortly. after the new information .was in the hands ·of the
quartet of searchers, members of this group visited the' site.

,

.

I

M. Reh~ Delage, Fren~h counsul at New Orleans, 'accompa~ied
the :.p~rty: .. a·nd ,early saw the authentic site in person. He was
present'also:wh.en'Senator"Gravolet exhibited the two pieces of logs
whi~h. 'Were<aifihat remained of the original number brought to
the surf~ce~""·:. These logs Senator .Gravolet later brought to one .of
the fqur Orleanians in New Orleans, and presented them with. the
. hope that
. . ·:,they would be helpful, and_. as a reward for their efforts.
'

'I

~

·Mr. J~~esTMcCain, New Orleans attorney and notary public,
notarized the affidavits given by the Senator and by Joseph Lighten
and Joseph Schexnayder, his workmen. His inte;rest was of great
value.
0

Mr. Dan Leyrer's photographs of the ·site and of the .three men
whose work in 1923 brought the logs to light-photographs made
under the most trying atmospheric conditions, in. a· disturbing rainfall-are particularly helpful in making visualization of the site
possible..
The affidavits (reproduced ·herewith) of Senator Gravolet
and. of Lighten and Schexnayder. tell the- same story. It is this:
Thatin November or·December of 1923, while dredging the·present
· ·Gravolet Canal on the Gravolet-owned'Marja Plantation at Phoenix,
" ' the three men reached the ridge as they proceeded away from
.. Bayou Portage toward the Mississip_Pi River (see maps of the ridge
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-herein) . A former -canal from the ridg~ to Bayou Portage was
being "enlarged and redredged. As their dredge reached the, ridge,
however,- the old canal was found to take a turn to the right, with .
E:tnother abandoned branch turning to the left. On the opposite side
of the low ridge was a small canal extending from the ridge toward
the_ Mississippi ~iver. Senator Gravolet ordered the workmen to
dredge straight ahead-, cutting through the ridge, in order to· avoid ·
. the detour and tO connect- the two canals on either side_ of the ridge
in a practically straight' line. This they did. Joseph Lighten, as
operator, and Joseph Schexnayder, as fireman, operated.the dredge,
with_ s·enator Gravolet directing their ·work. When the dredge was.
approximately in the center of .the ridge, Lighten brought up a log
whlch. obviously .had been_ shaped by man. It was cypress,_ with
two surfaces flattened, and about 18 feet in length, though _the ends .
were broken. The log w~s some 24 inches wide by 14 inches high.
·In all, 92 logs were brought to. the .surface from where they had ·
,Iain;. under ;a ~shallow six-inch depo'sit of decayed vegetation and
.Je~f~mold, for centuries. They averaged 15 to 20 feet in length,
·and,~ had Iain in- two tiers of 46 logs each. The· tiers ran in opposite
..directions, one across the other,. 'and. obviously were part of a
foundati9D:. :_ Part ·of' .this same. foundation, at the same level, was
· th~,.st~m§.'.o:f"'a~huge'. oak-tree, its trunk (which h~d been six feet
in -«Hafuete·r) :·cut· off level with the log tier~~ With the sturdy
roots, this stutiip _covered an. area of .perhaps 36 feet in diameter..
and.the roots, too, appeared .to have been part :of_ the foundation.
The_uppe;r tier of logs, _having been.nearer the desti:uctive elements
of ·thEr surfac~,- was badly rotted, but those in the lower. group were
in an exc~ll~nt-state of preservation, espE1cially toward_ the center.
The dredge lifted the logs to the south si~e of the new canal's
·bank, and there they remained for some time, gradually disappear. ing as they were utilized on the Gravolet plantation for various
\·purposes. s·ome. were burned, _as firewood to make smudge-fires
to protect from insects the ·cattle which collected on this ridge.
Finally,· after years, only two pieces of the original 96 logs remained'. These were approximately. 24 inches high, when: stood on
end,. and they had been sawed from longer logs at Senator Gravolet's orcler for use in raising a. portable. electric light plant and a
toolbox. above floodwaters frorn' the Mississippi River during the
,disastrous 1927 Carnaervon crevasse. Later, .they were used in
Senator Gravolet's bariras legs for.a bench. They were.in.this.use
't.
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when .M. Delage and the others first. i;;aw them, early in July, 1935.
Shortly afterward, Mr. Gravolet brought the logs to .Albert
Lieu~aud at 531 Royal street, in New Orleans.

,

· Senator Gravolet. had not of course at first realized the importance of these logs. But inspection of the site where they had
. been taken up revealed corroborative evidence of considerable
weight. Iberville wrote that he had "set to work to cut down these
. and square them in order that we. may build. a . square house ·
twenty-eight feet on. each face, with two stories and with machicoulis." Machicoulis were overhangs, the second story being wider
than. the first. The squared trees have been found; incidentally,
Iberville mentions 'that oak-trees and "many cypress-trees" existed
on the ridge when he set to work to clear· it.· The rotted ends of
the logs make it impossible to determine precisely how long, they
were originally, but those of 20 feet that were found certainly may·
have been 28 feet in length when first laid. Iberville further· states
· tliat .t}le fort had "a moat ~elve feet across". This is important.
··.: For 'the two branching canals mentioned herein describe the two
· · sides of an· ellipse and come. together again on the opposite side
·.-9t_ ~:tie· ridge, e,:nclosing a space ideal for a fort and for the powder.ma~~z~~~ '_eight .feet square which· ,Iberville's journal ·mentions also
was-.builk ·.·:And :the .two canals, now almost completely filled in
: _·wit:i{:~~eP..~i~·. ~nd ~eeds, but long subjected to the erosi_ve forces of time, are-:even "today only a little more than twelve feet across.
Surely these: formed· th~ original moat. What purpose otherwise
woulq.-. ~here have been: in· laboriously digging two curved ·canals,
each 'conv~rging_ at either end, through the stump-laced difficulties
of a:-:ridge 'in ·a swamp? The space between the two halves of this
moat is ,ideally protected from all directions.
So we are faced by the fact that on a ridge, at a location agreeing in all respects wi~h those given in early historical accounts,
was a man".'made foundation of the sort of logs described by Iberville, nearly the size mentioned by him, covered by the accumulation of the years, and sm::rounded'by what obviously is a lrian-made
moat of the width detailed by Iberville himself. There can be no
logical conclusion but that this is the precise and exact site of the
old fort.
·
The present distance of the ridge (where the Gravolet.canal
crosses it) from the banks of-the MississippiRiver must be treated~
It may be argued that th:e Mississippi now is nearly a mile from the
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ridge. Nevertheless., the river once ran. alongside the ;ridge; as a
matter of fact, it originally built the ridge, .as the geological structure of this· little elevation cJearly shows. But the winding Missis':"
sippi continually is building and erodillg its banks; innumerable
changes have taken place along its course in the memory of living
men, and for it.to build. its bank a distance of a mile within the·
space of 236 years is a 'feat of slight consequence for this river.
The land lying between the ridge and the present east bank of the
river is "made" land-recfaimed swamp-land of the sort familiar
in Louisiana: land built by overflow deposit and aggradation by
the river.
Senator Gravolet and others at Phoenix are positive the river,
is building its banks· at a point directly in front of the fort s.ite.
They can prove it. For maps show the river-bank at th~s place is
"making" : maps that have received legal ·sanction and recognition
because they were part of the admitted evidence in recent lawsuits
relating 'trapping privileges on Gravolet land, in which this very
point of building-or-cutting was a bone. of contention between
owners: and' 'trappers.
.

to

,

:B'ut.' most . ,conclusiv~ of all .is the forty-arpe~t line. When
grants of..lan~:·were., parceled out under French dominion in Louisiana i:h "t:h{eigh~eenth>century, and when these grants fronted oR
the river-bank,. it was the practise to issue grants and titles extending back from· the river to a depth of forty arpents (an arpent
is 196' f~.et) .. Ail grants were uniformly forty arpents deep away .
from· the ;river-bank. 'If the river then "made" in front of a man's
property,· he was ·fortunate. Conversely, if the river eroded his
property, he had no recourse and.simply saw ~is land being washed
away.
I

I

It was customary to dig a small ditch or canal to mark the back
of the property, and this watercourse commonly was called "the
forty-arpent canal".
The front of the ridge, on the Mississippi River side, on Gravolet property, is today exactly forty arpents from the old fortyarpent canal behind it!
There .the river incontrovertibly has built. the land between the ·
Iront of theridge and the present Mississippi bank~.in the 236 years··
sincethe fort originally w_as built where the river ran alongside the
ridge and the fortification with its six cannon was planted on the
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"b:row of the· biuff" overlooking the river. The ridge is ~ow not
high-perhaps three ·or at the-most four feet.above the surround-·
ing. terrain. But once it was higher. ~t has been suffering erosive
. wear, without the beneficial annual deposit it once might 'have had
from.the overflows of the.river ill.the days before-prptective levees
_.were built.. Also, at low water in the river the ridge would have
been·. a very obvious ~andmark.
·
.
When the Gravolet dredge was ·deepening\ the ca:iial between
ridge· and river, according to its operators, the ground beneath the
topsoil deposit of decayed vegetation and slush was ·found to be
hard-packed river-sand, to a considerable depth. This, again, .
points to "making" conditions.
When Mr. 'Leyrer made photographs of the fort site on the
afternoon of Sµnday, 8 October 1933, the water in the canal was
between six. inches and a foot· higher than its normal level. This,
in those photographs, prevents· the full. height of the ridge from
being realiz~d. .
Elated though they had been over the finding of the logs, the
.. f Qur who ·sought the forgotten fort were equally delighted when, on
.January 3, 1936,. Senator Qravolet himself, sounding the bottom of
. his;.cailal.at a place within two or three feet from where the logs
had~:bee:ri dredged up years earlier, made a singular find. He was
·usinit~Jong.§teel rod, and as he.thrust it into the clay on the canal's
· :bottom:~)ie. felt"it strike some hard unyielding object four or five
fe~t-ti~·i-d~rground. · ~ He had his workmen work at it until the thing
~~~ .· brought·"·uP~: _It_ 'Yas -~ ·s~all round cannon-ball.
-~ .A.:~y doubt'there mfght~have.l?een th~t the logs marked the site
of a _:Military- est~blishment now was dispelled. Why else would a
rust-pitted· cannon~ball, obviously of ancient make,· be buried many
feet deep in this deserted bit·of marshland? No, this was one tiny
part of '~the King's goods" that was not removed to a watery grave
at the.Isle of Massacre in 1707. For ·almost exactly 229 years· it lay
forgotten, like the fort it once protected.
The ball, cast in two halves and joined, weighs ~xactly four
. pounds seven and· four-sixteenth ounces. ·It is three and onefourth inches in diameter, and ten and one-eighth inches i~ circumference.
·
In· 700 D' ·Iberville wrote. to the·. Minist~r of the Marine that
the fo.rt ·mounted "four cannon (four pound) and two eighteenpound cannon. Is further proof. needed?
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Tinie may bring to light other relics. For here was the place
that allowed history to be made while it kept the Louisiana Territory for France. Here heroes lived and worked; had the perspec. tiVe ·of centuries ·not been necessary to determine the .real value of
. the little Mississippi post, it would be easy to cry shame upon the
historians and the teachers and students who have allowed the
world to forget the.first French settlement on the lower Mississippi
.River.
The four men who set· out to seek the location of the establishment on the river-bank feel that ~heir work ,is done. They know
that Fort .de la .Boulaye, the· Mississippi fort, is nearer now to life
than it has been these two:centuries and more. .
·
They feel, too, that some suitable marker should be placed,
.for all the world to see, to preserve forever memory of this neglected site, where so much that affected the history of later Louisiana
had· its· b~iinning. A marker, .they feel, that should reproduce
· ;E>ere du ~~~s brief Latin inscription that was .placed those centuries
ago~e .o~ the: cross in the little cemetery enclosure.
~"'
~:
~
~
.· What·:a.·cu.rfous .note·· that first simple ceremony must .have
soundedJ.Jt;the~:t)ar.ren, . fl~ating prairie-land .on that February Sunday '·in tlie.:»y-e~~ :l700/· wit~essed QY silent, wondering savages, by
hardy soldiers · and laborers, by the .venturesome Canadian voyageu'rs,~ and, lastly, by 'the young man who was to become the greatest fig_ur~~~. . the most heroic name, in ali the·· history of Louisiana :
Jean Baptiste Le MoYJ!e, Sieur de Bienville.
If a marker were placed, then th~ Mississippi fort called de la
Boulaye would be forg9tten no longer. It should never have ..been
forgotten;· it should always have been· a bright page in the history
of the gigantic land that once bore the name of Louisiana. This
tiny settlement, this short-lived, undramatic outpost, had on it the. ·
invisible stamp of greatness. And· greatness too often is neglected .
New Orleans, Louisiana, 14 February 1936.
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I

ALBERT :LJE{JTAUD,
PRESCOTT H. F. FOLLETT,
GORDON W. CALLENDER,
MAURICE RIES.'
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APPENDIX 1-MAPS OF THE REGION OF THE FORT

Obviously, maps were a vital factor in the search for Louisiana's first French post. This appendix contains reproductions of
those maps which proved most valuable to the searchers, or were
most significant. Of course, it was impossible to reproduce all the
maps which were utilized.

,

None of these charts shows the fort in the actual spot it
occupied; several differ by miles in locating the old fort of the
Mississippi. Most of the maps are of too large an area to make a
precise location possible. But all of them place this earliest outpost somewhere between the site of present-day New Orleans and
the mouth of the Mississippi River. And they prove beyond questioJ?. that the fort was on the east side of that river.
· A.rranged. chronologically; the maps tell a convincing and
story. They begin with an undated chart
(Map~·1)', the· original of which is in the library of the Department
of Middle. American Research at Tulane University, in New Orleans. It is this map which actually incited the search. It will be
noted. ~hat at the crudely-drawn mouth of the· Mississippi appears
the conventional symbol for a fortification, and .the single word, ·
"Fort"~ What fort? the group wondered.
nearly>una~sailable

Map 2, a detail from A New Map of North America, by Guillaume Del'Isle, is dated 1703.
Guillaume Delisle (the spelling of which name varies with his
numerous maps) definitely set the vieux fort on the east bank of
the Mississippi in his 1!18 chart which is here called Map 3.
Now follows the De La Tour map of 1720 (Map 4). De La
Tour, a noted engineer in his day, was a resident of Louisiana for
several years on the King's business. He notes "Ruins of ~ort la
Boulaye the first settlement made in 1700". There is no indecision
here. ·De La Tour was well-informed.
The Carte Particuliere de Fleuve St. Louis (Map 5), circa
the Mississippi fort, called de la
Boulaye. But it ·is interesting, in this chronological sequ~nce, to
note the spread of plantations downstream at this time. Also, it
is valuable in noting how gr.ants to the early colonists were made
to a uniform depth of forty arpents.
1723, does not contain the site

of

·.
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Map 6 is a detail from D'Anville's Carte de la Louisiane,
drawn in May, 1732. Here we have a straddler. M. D'Anville
exhibits the curious phenomenon of having the "Ancien Etablissement fait en 1700" on both sides of the river. Unfortunately for
his choice of the west bank in locating half the establishment, no
documentary evidence bears him out. Unless, of course, there had
been a garden on the west side, supplying the little post at some
time in its existence. But in 1732 M. D'An ville was faced by the
fact that the fort had been abandoned for seventeen years ; perhaps its exact location already was beginning to be forgotten completely.
Next comes the modest "N. B."-"Ingr. du Roy at de la
Marine"-with his map (Map 7) of 1744. The "Vieux Fort de la
Boulaye" has come back to its rightful place on the west bank. It
is specified to be "abandonne", of which there is no question by

,

1744.

Maps 2, 3, and 6 show the Bayogoula: village to be on the west
bank. This bears out Pere Gravier's assertion, and is an index in
ascertaining th~ ~eneral correctness of their determinations of the
fort.

APPENDIX 2-·THE AFFIDAVITS

Following are copies of affidavits certifying the finding of
the logs and the cannon-ball from Fort de la Boulaye, and of an
affidavit declaring that a single piece cut from one of the logs was
given by the four interested Orleanians to Louisiana State University 29 March 1935, to be placed by the University in its Maison
Fran~aise, being dedicated at that time.
The originals of these affidavits, made before James I. McCain, notary public in the Parish of Orleans, State of Louisiana,
are in the possession of the authors of this report.
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STATE OF LOUISIANA
PARISH OF ORLEANS

October 8, 1983.
Personally before me, the undersigned authority, came and
appeared ~OSEPH DENNIS GRAVOLET, who after being duly
sworn deposes and says :
That I was born May 22, 1884, at Pointe-a-Ia-Hache, Louisiana,
and have been a resident" of Plaquemines Parish ever since. I served
as president of the Plaquemines Parish East Bank Levee Board for
four years, and was in the Louisiana State Senate from the Ninth
District from 1924 to 1928.
I am the co-owner with E. W. Gravolet, my brother, of the
Maria Plantation located at Phoenix, Louisiana, comprising about
240 arpents, on which the canal known as Gravolet Canal is located.

,

That in November or December of 1923 two workmen of
mine, namely Joseph Lighten and Joseph Schexnayder, while
dredging and enlarging the said canal at a new point, turned up a
log foundation- which I inspected and found as follows : two layers
of hand-hewn cypress logs, each approximately 24 inches in width
by 14·inches in height by 15 to 20 feet in length. They were Louisiana red cypress, and we dredged up a total of 92 logs, in two
. layers of 46 each. Thes~ covered an area of approximately 20 feet
square. Next to them was the stump of an old oak tree, with a
trunk some six feet in diameter and with its roots totaling approximately 36 feet in area. The oak tree apparently was part of the
same foundation. All of this was buried under a deposit of d~cayed
vegetation approximately six inches deep. The two tiers of logs
were laid in opposite directions, one across the other. The logs
were flattened on two sides only.
That at this time we were dredging toward the Mississippi
River from Bayou Portage, and at the point where the ridge was
met by the dredge (distant approximately 21 arpents from the
bank of the Mississippi River) the former canal turned to the
right while another branch of this former canal, abandoned, turned
to the left. I instructed my workmen to dredge straight ahead
across the ridge, in order to connect the canal on the Bayou Portage
side of the ridge with a smaller canal which extended from the
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ridge toward the Mississippi River. It was in this previously undredged area crossing the ridge that this foundation was found.

,

At this point the ridge land is high and very hard. There is
indication here that the foundation was surrounded by a former
canal having a circular length of approximately 1000 feet. The logs
were lifted to the south side of the .new canal and were later used
for various purposes. Some were used for firewood, some for blocking buildings, some for smudge-fires to protect cattle from insects.
Two pieces only remained, each measuring approximately 24 inches
in length. One of these was used to. raise a portable light-plant
from high water in 1927, while the other one was employed to
raise a tool-box as protection from the same flood. Later they
were stored in my barn as bench-supports.· Early in July, 1933,
I was visited by Mr. Rene Delage, French consul at New Orleans,
Mr. Gordon Callender, Mr. Prescott H. F. Follett, and Mr. Albert
Lieutaud. We visited the location where the logs originally had
been found. I gave the two remaining fragments mentioned above
to Mr. Albert Lieutaud. Two days later I brought them personally
to Mr. Lieutaud at 531 Royal Street, where as far as I know they
still remain.
(signed) J. A. GRAVOLET.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 8 day of October, 1933.
(signed) J. I. McCain, Notary Public.
·
[SEAL]

STATE OF LOUISIANA
, PARISH OF ORLEANS
October 8, 1933.
Personally before me, the undersigned authority, came and
appeared JOSEPH LIGHTELL, who after being duly sworn deposes and says :
That he was born December 25, 1896, at Davant, Louisiana,
and has lived there ever since.
That he is a citizen of the State of Louisiana and is presently
an employee of Louisiana State Senator Joseph Gravolet in the
capacity of gravity dredge operator and has been so employed for
the past twelve years.
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That in November or December of 1923 while re-dredging the
canal now known as Gravolet Canal on the property of. Senator
Joseph Gravolet owned jointly with E. W. Gravolet at Poverty
Point in Plaquemines Parish in the State of Louisiana, on the east
descending bank about 35 miles below the City of New Orleans, at
a point on the canal approximately 21 or 22 arpents from the edge
of the water of the Mississippi River, he turned up a log foundation,
where the canal cuts through a ridge at that point, described as
follows:
Two layers of hand-hewn cypress logs, each approximately 24
inches in width by 14 inches in height by 15 to 20 feet in length.
They were Louisiana red cypress, and he dredged up a total of 92
logs, in two layers of 46 each. These covered an area of approximately 20 feet square. Next to them was the stump of an old oak
tree, with a. trunk some six feet in diameter and with its roots
totaling approximately 36 feet in area. The oak tree apparently
was part of the same foundation. All of this was buried under a
deposit of decayed vegetation approximately six inches deep. The
two tiers of logs were laid in opposite directions, one across the
other. The logs were flattened on two sides only.
That at the time he was dredging toward the Mississippi River
from Bayou Portage, and at the point where the dredge reached
the ridge (which is distant approximately 21 arpents from the
banks of the Mississippi River), he found that the former canal
turned to the right while another branch of this former canal,
abandoned, turned to the left. He was instructed to dredge straight
ahead across the ridge, in order to connect the canal on the Bayou
Portage side of the ridge with a smaller canal which extended from
the ridge toward the Mississippi River. That it was in this previously undredged area crossing the ridge that this foundation was
found.
The ridge land at this point was high and particularly hard.
There is indication here that the foundation was surrounded by a
former canal having a circular length of approximately 1000 feet.
The logs were lifted to the south side of the new canal and were
later used for other purposes. The dredge crew consisted of himself as operator and Joseph Schexnayder as fireman. Only this
crew and Senator Gravolet were present when 'the logs were
moved.
(signed). JOSEPH LIGHTELL.
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Sworn to and subscribed before me this 8 day of October 1933.
(signed) J. I. McCain, Notary Public.
[SEAL]
STATE OF LOUISIANA
PARISH OF ORLEANS

October 8, 1933.
Personally before me, the undersigned authority, came and appeared JOSEPH SCHEXNAYDER, who after being duly sworn
deposes and says :

,

That I was born April 1, 1885, at Harlem Plantation, Phoenix,
Louisiana, and have lived in Phoenix ever since.
That I am a citizen of the State of Louisiana and presently am
employed as utility-man by Louisiana State Senator Joseph Gravolet and have been so employed for the past 19 years.
That in November or December of 1923 while re-dredging the
canal now k:r).own as Gravolet Canal on the property of Senator
Joseph Gravolet owned jointly with E. W. Gravolet at Poverty
Point in Plaquemines Parish in the State of Louisiana, on the east
descending bank about 35 miles below the City of New Orleans, at
a point on the canal approximately 21 or 22 arpents from the edge
of the water of the Mississippi River, I assisted in turning up a log
foundation, where the canal cuts through the ridge at that point,
described as follows :
Two layers of hand-hewn cypress logs, each approximately 24
inches in width by 14 inches in height by 15 to 20 feet in length.
They were Louisiana red cypress, and we dredged up a total of 92
logs, in two layers of 46 each. These covered an area of approximately 20 feet square. Next to them was the stump of an old oak
tree, with a trunk some six feet in diameter and with its roots
totaling approximately 36 ·feet in area. The oak tree apparently
was part of the same foundation. All of this was buried under a
deposit of decayed vegetation approximately six inches deep. The
two tiers of logs were laid in opposite directions, one across the
other. The logs were flattened on two sides only.
That at the time were dredging toward the Mississippi River
from Bayou Portage, and at the point where the dredge reached the
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ridge (which is distant approximately 21 arpents from the bank
of the Mississippi River), I found that the former canal turned to
the right while another branch of this former canal, abandoned,
turned to the left. We were instructed to dredge straight ahead
across the ridge, in order to connect the canal on the Bayou Portage
side of the ridge with a sm.aller canal which extended from the
ridge toward the Mississippi River. That it was in this previously
undredged area crossing the ridge that this foundation was found.
The ridge land at this point was high and particularly hard.
There is indication here that the foundation was surrounded by a
former canal having a circular length of approximately 1000 feet.
The logs were lifted to the south side of· the new canal and were
later used for various purposes. The dredge crew consisted of myself as fireman and Joseph Lighten as operator. Only this cr~w and
Senator Gravolet were present when the logs were moved.

,

(signed)

JOSEPH SCHEXNAYDER.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 8 day of October 1933.
(signed) J. I. McCain, Notary Public.

[SEAL]

STATE .OF LOUISIANA
PARISH OF ORLEANS
Personally before me, the undersigned authority, came and
appeared JOSEPH DENNIS GRAVOLET, who, after being duly
sworn, deposes and says :
That I was born May 22, 1884, at Pointe-a-la-Hache, Louisiana,
and have been a resident of Plaquemines Parish ever since. I served
as president of the Plaquemines Parish East Bank Levee Board for
four years, and was in the Louisiana State Senate from the Ninth
District from 1924to1928. I am co-owner with E.W. Gravolet, my
brother, of the Maria Plantation, located at Phoenix, Louisiana,
comprising about 240 arpents; on which the canal known as Gravolet Can~l is located.
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That in November or December of 1923, two workmen of mine,
namely Joseph Lighten and Joseph Schexnayder, while dredging
and enlarging the said canal at a point distant approximately 21
arpents from the bank of the Mississippi River, turned up a log
foundation which was later identified as part of the Mississippi
fort (Fort de la Boulaye) founded at this site by Bienville in 1700.
That' I gave the only two pieces of these logs which now remain in
existence to four residents of New Orleans interested in relocating
the site of this fort, namely Albert Lieutaud, Maurice Ries, Gordon
Callender, and Prescott H. F. Follett.

,

That on January 3, 1936, I was sounding the bottom of said
canal with a steel rod, at a point withiri two or three feet of the
place where the logs were found in 1923; and that at a depth of four
or five feet in the mud at the bottom of the canal, my steel rod
struck a hard object which I had excavated from this mud and
brought to the surface. This object upon examination proved to be
a small iron cannon-ball. The ball is pitted with rust, but it is readily identifiable as a cannon-ball. It weighs four pounds seven and
four-sixteenths ounces; it is three and one-fourth inches in diameter; and it is. ten and one-eighth inches in circumference. I believe
it is cast-iron.
That during the first week of January, 1986, I personally
brought this cannon-ball to Mr. Albert Lieutaud at 531 Royal
Street,
. in New Orleans, as a gift, to the four Orleanians aforementioned.
It is my firm conviction that this ball is a relic of Fort de la
Boulaye, and that it has been buried in the mud at this site since
the period when the fort was occupied.

(signed)

J. D. GRA VOLET.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 7 day of February 1936. ,
(signed) James I. McCain, Notary Public.
[SEAL]
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STATE OF LOUISIANA
PARISH OF ORLEANS
CITY OF NEW ORLEANS
Before me, the undersigned authority, personally came and
appeared Maurfoe Ries, Albert Lieutaud, Gordon Callender and
Prescott H. F. Follett, who are all residents of New Orleans, who,
after being duly sworn, depose and say:
That the herein identified piece of Louisiana Red Cypress log
is a piece ta;ken from the original Fort de la Boulaye, first French
establishment in present day Louisiana built in 1700 by Iberville
and Bienville at what is now Phoenix, Louisiana.

,

This said piece was unearthed on Maria Plantation located at
Phoenix, Louisiana, in December, 1923, by Joseph Dennis Gravolet.
The. foundation of Fort de la Boulaye, of which this piece is a
part, was unearthed while dredging Gravolet canal at a point about
21 arpents from the East bank of the Mississippi River, said canal
being located about thirty-five miles below the city of New Orleans.
After the foundation of Fort de Ia Boulaye was discovered
same was kept on the plantation of J. D. Gravolet and the two sole
remaining pieces were turned over by him to affiants in 1933. The
two remaining parts have been in the physical possession of Mr.
Albert Lieutaud, 531 Royal Street, New Orleans, Louisiana. It is
from one of these two parts of the said Fort that this identified
piece is taken. This piece is presented to Louisiana State University
by affiants.
(Signed)

MAURICE RIES,
P. H. F. FOLLETT,
G. W. CALLENDER,
ALBERT LIEUTAUD.

Sworn to and subscribed before me, this 29 day of March, 1935.
(Signed) J. I. McCain, Notary Public.
[SEAL]
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3-Recognition

It has been stated in the foregoing pages that several preliminary reports were made on the progress of the search for the
for gotten fort. This report takes precedence over ~11 of them ; it
is more complete, and obviously brings the history ·of the search
to a later date than those others.
However, it is logical' that the preliminary reports-written
and oral-would yield a certain amount of comment from those
interested. It is the purpose of this appendix to record briefly some
of those reactions. Nearly all of the comments below are extracts:
Rene Delage, Consul-General of France at N~w Orleans, to
Messers Ries, Callender, Follett, Lieutaud (extract):

,

New Orleans, La.,
20 March 1933.
I have .the honor to a~knowledge ·receipt of and to thank
you for the ::P.relirriinary report about the site of Fort La·
Boulaye, ,f.irst· French establishment in Louisi~na ... I read
with great . ."interest this document, dated 4 February 1933,
and I wish to send you my very hearty felicitations for the care
you have given to this difficult research, and for the success
with which it has been crowned.
G. Chabaud, Secretary-General of the Comite France-Amerique, to Mr. Delage (translation of extract):
Paris, France,
18 May 1933.
I have the honor of acknowledging receipt of .. : the report of Monsieurs Follett, Ries, Callender, and Lieutaud. I
immediately communicated with the Comite and it ... has
requested me to express its sincere thanks for this friendly
gift, and to assure you of the interest it has in this work,
which it will use to best advantage. Our Comite has shown
much lively interest.... Will you also please be so kind as to
convey the gratitude of our Comite to the authors of the report
·and express to them its gratitude for the honor they have
shown it in dedicating to it their work.
Mr. Delage to Maurice Ries (extract):

•
~
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New Orleans, La.,
9 June 1933.
I did not fail to pass on to the Comite France-Amerique a
copy of the study that you.very kindly gave me on the subject
of the location of Fort de la Boulaye. The Comite FranceAmerique has requested me, by the letter* of which I am enclosing a copy, 'to pass on its gratitude. It has also written
His Excellency, the Ambassador of France to the United
States, that it has decided to consider the following eventualities: 1st., Whether to publish a resume or extracts from the
report; 2nd., The promoting of a manifestation of FrancoAmerican friendship in Louisiana on the occasion of the erectiqn of a monument on the site of the ancient fort. . . .

F.r.om Journal des Nations Americaines "France-Amerique du
Nord"r Paris, 17 September 1933 (translation in f'lill):

,

';rHE.LOCATION OF FORT LABOULAYE IN LOUISIANA
Much has been written already about Louisiana, ceded by
Napoleon I to the Unit~d States, and on the French mementoes,
.. which; though much time has elapsed, still are there. One fact,
·.··however, w~s almost completely forgotten-the founding of
the first_ F,rerich · fortified work, the Fort Laboulaye, on the
·ground··whfoh wasto become that of Louisiana. This post was
·established on the banks of the -Mississippi about 50 miles
from the mouth of the great river. It lasted only about 15
. years, between ·1700-1715; and its population never exceeded
25 persons. This fort, of which the ruins have disappeared,
and of which the traces nearly escaped the memory of man,
and which very .unjustly has not found its place in official
history, was of first importance, as it commanded and controlled the entrance to the Mississippi Valley. Four histo;rians,
Messers. Prescott Follett, Maurice Ries, Gordon Callender, and
Albert Lieutaud, have located precisely, following long and detailed research, the site of this fort, ~alled Laboulaye. They
have condensed the result of their research in a work of which
only a few copies have been made. The principal documents on
which rest their argumentation are old maps, takeri from different libraries. These maps, extremely beautiful, have been
photographed and reproduced in the work of ·these learned
historians, and are not one of its lesser attractions. A very
detailed bibliography completes this very important work.

Pierre Mory, vice-consul of F1Yince at New Orlf?ans, writing
for Mr. Delage,. to Mr. Ries (in full):
*Quoted above. under date of 18 :May. 193B.
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New Orleans; La., ·
8December1933.
I have the honor to inform you that the Minister of
Foreign Affairs of France has just acknowledged receipt of
the reports written by you 'in collaboration with Messers.
Albert Lieutaud, Prescott H. Follett and Gordon Callender,
relative: to the researches which have enabled you to discover
traces of the old Fort de la Boulaye, first French establishment built in Louisiana.
The Minister of Foreign Affairs informs me that he has
read with great ii:iterest these reports which constitute an important and useful contribution to French colonial history. He
has asked me on this occasion to con,vey to you his personal
congratulations to which he wis~es to .add his thanks for your
kind thought in communicating to him the results of .this: most
interesting work.

I ..

,

M. Chabaud to Mr. Delage (translation of extract acknowledg.ing rece.ipt of ne~ report) :

Paris, France, ·
28 December 1933.
.. .: ~·:.~.\ve thank you' for sending it to us; we have studied it
with faterest and we will be happy to preserve this report with
the preceding.one in ~mr library, and together the two will constitute. valuable documents of' the history of the first occupation of·Louisiana by the French.
.
F'ur.thermore, we have requested the Journal des Nations
Ameiicaines "France-Amerique du Nqrd", to· publish a new
article on the subject . . . we would be ·obliged to you if you
would .. ·. express to them in the name ,of our Comite our most
sincere congratulations on their work and the success of their
research.
·
Mr. Delage to Mr. Ries (extract):

New Orleans, La.,
16 January 1934.
· The Secretary-General of the Comite France-Amerique,
in acknowledging receipt of this report, has asked me to con·vey to you in the'name of the Comite and in his name personally, his most sincere congratulations upon your work and the
· ultimate success of your researches.
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Andre de Laboulaye, Ambassador of France to the United
States, to Mr. Delage (translation of extract):
Washington, D. C.,
5 February 1934.

,

You liave had the kindness to forward in the name of their
authors two important memoirs by Messieurs Maurice Ries,
Albert Lieutaud, Prescott Follett, and Gordon Callender.
Thanks to the remarkable knowledge they posess of manuscripts and printed sources and to the intelligence with which
they have conducted their investigations on the site itself, these
erudite gentlemen have made a notable and meritorious contribution to the history of French Louisiana. I have decided
that their very remarkable work deserved to be preserved at
the French Institute of Washington, the purpose of which is
to preserve evidence of French influence in the historical de.velopment of North America.

Mr. Delage to Mr. Ries (extract).·
New Orleans, La.,
10 February 1934.
Mr. de Laboulaye, Ambassador of France at Washington,
in acknowledging receipt of the copy of your recent report on
the Fort de la Boulaye, informs me that he has judged this remarkable document worthy of being preserved at the French
Institute of Washington.

From Journal des Nations Americaines "France-Amerique du
Nord", P.aris, 28 September 1984 (translation in full):
THE LOCATION OF THE FORT DE LA BOULAYE IN
LOUISIANA
Despite considerable passage of time, there are still in
Louisiana many traces of the first occupation by the French.
Last year we noted the work of four historians, Messers. Prescott Follett, Maurice Ries, Gordon W. Callender, and Albert
Lieutaud, on the first .French fortified works in Louisiana,
Fort de la Boulaye, established on the bank of the Mississippi,
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and which commanded and controlled the entrance of the
Mississippi. These historians, basing their work on old maps,
had succeeded in determining the location of this fort, which
was only in existence about 15 years, from 1700-1715, and the
garrison of which never exceeded 25 persons in spite of its
strategic importance. Their first findings have been set forth
in a report of only a few copies, of which we have spoken a
year ago. New facts have permitted them to change the· conclusions of the first report and to fix with absolute certainty
the location of this fort and to recover the last vestiges of it.
These remains had been discovered in 1923 by laborers digging
a canal, who brought to light two rows of hand-squared cypress
pieces. They were found only several hundred meters from
the location determined by the conclusions in the first report.
The pieces of wood that have been preserved have been turned
over to the historians and Mr. Lieutaud now is in actual possession of them:. These new facts have been set forth in. a report supplementing that of last year, and these historians have
had the delicacy to dedicate the second as well as the first to
the .Comite Fr~nce-Amerique.
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